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THE SECRETARY OF WAR, 
COMMUNICATING 
The report of an e.ryloration of che Territory of Minnesota, by Brevet 
Captain Pope. 
~{ARCH 21, 1850. 
Ordered to lie on the table. 
MARCH 22, 1850. 
Ordered to ee printed. 
wAR DEPARTMENT, 
Washington, March 20, 1850. 
SrR: In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the 8th ultimo, 
I have the honor to transmit, herewith, a copy of the report and map of 
Brevet Captain John Pope, of an expedition in the Territory of Minnesota. 
In connexion with this subject, I have to state that the report of Major 
Woods, the officer in command of the detachment despatched to Pembina 
settlement, was communicated to the House of Representatives, in answer 
to its resolution of the 13th ultimo. 
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
GEO. W. CRAWFORD, 
Hon. MILLARD FILLMORE, 
S cretary of War. 
President of the Senate. 
BuREAU OF rroPOGRAPHTC.J.L ENGINEERS, 
Washington, March 19, 1850. 
SrR: I have the honor of sending, herewith, a copy of the report and 
map of Brevet Captain Pope, corps topographical engineers, of an ex-
pedition in the Territory of Minnesota, called for by a resolution of the 
Senate of the 8th of February. 
Respectfully, sir, your obedient servant, 
J. J. ABERT, 
Hon. G. Vv. CRAWFoRD, 
Colonel Corps Topographical Engineers. 
Secretary of War. · 
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REPORT OF AN EXPLORATION OF TB:E TERRITORY OF MINNESOTA, 
BY BREVET CAPTAIN JNO. POPE, CORPS TOPOGRAPHICAL ENGINEERS. 
ST. Lours , Mo., February 5, 1850. 
CoLONEL: In obedience to your instructions, I have the honor to for~ 
ward to you, herewith, a map and report of the expedition of the past sum-
mer to the valley of tbe Red river of the North. 
Atthough not so full and complete as might have been desirable, I yet 
hope they present, as concisely as possible, all necessary information as to 
the movements of the expedition, and the character and resources of the 
country which was traversed. 
I have the honor to be, with great :respect, your obedient servant, 
. . JNO. POPE, 
Brevet Captain Topographical Engineers. 
Colonel J. J. ABERT, 
Corps Topographical Engineers, Washington, D. C. 
CHAPTER I. 
Introductory.-General description rif the Territory f!f ftlinn~sota.­
Country between the lVlississippi and St. Croix. 
In determining upon the plans for reports of explorations of ne-w 
territories, the great difficulty presents itself of embodying in them that 
:kind of information which the geographical position of the conn try, and 
.the peculiar nature of the interest attached to it, would render most use-
ful and important to the country. 
The vast extent of the unexplored regions between the frontiers of our 
·western States and the Paeific ocean, the numerous and warlike tribes of 
~udians which roam through them, and the ancient and mysterious relics 
-of a people whose origin is unknown to us, have fnrnished materials for 
,personal adventure and historic:}! incident which have given to the nan·a-
tivf's and journals of Long, Fremont, Emory, and Abert a great and 
·well-merited popularity. 
The Territory of Minnesota, though perhaps equally unknown, yet, 
from its vicinity to the Mississippi and Lake Superior, more easyof access, 
than the interior of many of the States of the Union, has begun to attract 
so much attention throughout the United States, and particularly among 
those desirous of emigrating to the 'Vest, that I am satisfied an account 
,of it~ character and resources would be far more interesting and usefnl 
than thE> detailed journal of the officer who explored it, and who, in the 
present instance, has not met with an adventure of sufficient interest to 
repay the perusal. 
I have determined, therefore, to deviate altogether from the methods 
pursued by the above-named officers, and to make a report which shall be 
~ entirely practical in its nature. 
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I shall attempt to describe, with as mnch accuracy and detail as pos-
sible, the geographical and physical features of the country, the compara-
tive amount of prairie and timber to be found within its borders, the na-
ture of the soil, and its capacity for the production of the different kinds 
{)f grain; the lengths and directions of the rivers, and the facilities pra-
sented by them for navigation, or for supplymg a water-power; the kinds 
of timber to be found on their banks; the channels of commuuicntion at 
present in existence, and those which should be constructed at the earliest 
practicable period, and the character not only of thA present inhabitants, 
but of the numerous emigrants who are daily arriving in the rrerritory. 
I shall also recommend such appropriations of money and lands f< rim-
f
roving t~e navigation of the rivers, and for the constrnction of roads, as 
deem necessary to tlte immediate prosperity of the country, and, in con-
sequence, such as should engage the early attention of Congress. 
The geology and botany of the entire country I have examined have 
been welt described in the reports of Colonel Long and Mr. Nicollet, and 
in the. geological reports of Dr. Owen, acting under the instruetio11s of 
the Commissioner of the General Land Office. I shall, therefore, refer to 
their reports those desirous of detailed accounts of the geology and 
botany of the country, contenting myself with giving such general inform-
ation upon the subject as may be useful to those emigrating to Minne· 
sota. 
The plans which I have pursued in the construction of accurate maps 
have been as follows, viz: 
I have determined by astronomical observations the latitudes and longi-
tudes of all the important points along the routes pursued. I have taken 
the directions by the compass between the points thus determined, and 
by the aid of an odometer, which, attached to the wheel of a wagon, 
gives the number of its revolutions, ascertained the lengths ef the com-
pass courses. 
By plotting the compass courses with the variation of the compass, 
which was frequently determined between the points thus astronomically 
fixed, I have been enabled to make a map of that portion of the Terri-
tory over which I have passed with considerable accuracy. 
I have also employed the Indians and half-breeds, encountered at differ-
ent points along the route, in making out rude maps of the country they 
have themselves passed over, and, by a comparison of these sketches, I 
have been enabled to form very correct ideas of large tracts of country on 
each side of the routes pursued to and from our northern frontier at 
Pembina. 
While ascending the Red river of the North, my encampments were de-
termined each night by observations for latitude and longitude, and the 
river meandered its entire length by the compass. I sounded tbe river at 
all the crossings we made, and ascended the principal tributaries some 
distance above their mouths to ascertain whether they preserved a uniform 
depth of water. rrhe results embodied in the map are, therefore, to a 
great degree reliable. 
I do not flatter myself that I shall acquire for a report of this character 
all that public interest and attentio which are attracted by sprightly nar-
rative or the recital of wild adventure; but I hope to accomplish the more 
useful object of placing in the hands of the hardy pioneers, in the settle-
ment of a mighty State, all the information which I possess as to its 
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character and resources, and to enable them to fix npon the location~ of 
their distant homes, and to select the most available routes for reachmg 
them. 
The country which 1 have in part traversed during the past summer 
embraces about one-third of the Territory of Minnesota, and lies to t~e 
north and east of the St. Peter's, and to the north and west of the M1sa 
sissippi, including within its borders about sixty thousand square miles. 
I shall commence with a general .description of th~ country within these 
limits, referring those desirous of mnre detailed des.cription of peculiar 
localities to the detailed journal which follows. 
The Territory of Minnesota, as at present organized, embraces all that 
portion of the northwest which lies to the no:rth and west o( Iowa and 
·wisconsin, and contains about one hundred and sixty thous;:tnd (160,000.) 
square miles. '"fhe first great peculiarities which strike the atte-ntion of 
those examining the northeastern portion of this immense extent of country 
are the wide valleys of two great Iivers-the Mississippi and Red river of 
the North-whi~h, heading within a few miles of each other, discharge 
their waters, respectively, into the Gulf of Mexico and the Arctic sea. 
To the east, the western extremity of Lake Superior projects far into the 
Territory, aftording several fine harbors; and to the south stretch the fer-
tile valleys of the St. Peter's and Jacques rivers-the one heading within 
thirty miles, the other approaching within ninety miles, of the ·head of 
navigation of the Red river of the North. 
Even a hasty glance at the maps of this vast region cannot fail to im-
press one with the immense natural facilities thus presented for dis-
charging the produce and manufactures of these great valleys, to the east 
through Lake Superior into our great Atlantic cities, and to the south 
through the Missouri and Mississippi, into the Gulf of Mexico. 
When it is also known that the Mississippi is navigable for at least four 
hundred miles of its course within this Territory, the Red river of the 
North nearly an equal distance, the St. Peter's, with an improveme:p_t at 
one point only, for one hundred and twenty ·miles, and the Jacques river 
through nearly three degrees of latitude, it becomes a rnatter of vast in-
terest to the world to ascertain the capacities for agriculture and manufac-
tures of a country so bountifully supplied by nature with outlets for its 
productions. , J 
The examination of a portion of this 'rerritory during the past summer 
has convinced me that nature has been even more lavish in her gifts of 
soil than in her channels of comm-unication, and has still left to the en-
terprise and industry of man to complete what she has so well begun. 
The immense number of lakes laid down upon the inaccurate maps of 
· this 'rerritory now in existence, and which seem to indicate a low and 
swampy region, are even more numerous than they are represented, but 
are surrounded by gently undulating country of the most fertile soil, 
and abundantly supplied with all the forest trees common to so northern 
a latitude. The streams which connect these lakes, and which are the 
sources of the rivers v~hich intersect the country in all directions, abound 
with rapids, which afford a water-power as available as it is inexhaustible. 
I have traversed this Territory from 41orth to south a distance of five hun-
. dred miles, and, with the exception of a few swamps, I have not seen one 
acre of unproductive land. 
For. the purpose of· giving a description of that portion of the country 
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()veT which I have passed, it will be better to divide it into three por-
tions, which present physical features enti~ely distinct from each other-
first, the country east of the Mississippi, and between that river and 
the St. Croix; second, the country west of the :Mississippi, and lying 
between the Mississippi, the St. Peter's, and a line from the head of the 
St. Peter's to the head of the Mississippi; and, third, the lower valley of 
the Red river of the North. 
[n reference to the country between the Mississippi and St. Croix, I 
have only to say that I have had neither the time nor authority to ex-
amine any portion of it, and am therefore unable to give any accurate or 
well-grounded description of it. 
The settlements along the St. Croix are prosperous and flourishing, 
and the immense lnmber trade of that region is daily becoming more val-
uable. My exploration was confined to the west side of the Mississippi; 
and I can only say here, from rny own observation, that the road along 
the east bank of the river, fi:om the mouth of the St. Peter's to the Sank 
rapids, passes through a very fertile and rapidly settling country : what 
the width of this fertile tract is I do not know. 
CHAPTER II. 
Ge1l'eral descl'iption of the Territory of ~Wirmesota continued.-Peculiar 
·advantages of tlte country west <Jf the LYlississippi.- Valley cif the Red 
river.-Navigation of Red river.-O~jer;tions to valley cif Red river.-
Proposed remedies.- Wild rice, o/c., 9·c.-Geology c!f valley of Red 
river.-Falls rf St. Antlwny.-Limestone, 9'-c., o/c. 
The second division, embracing the country between the Mississippi, 
the St. Peter's, and the head of navigation of the Red river of the North, 
contains the sources of all the tributaries of the Mississippi from the west, 
{)f the St. Peter's from the north, and of the Red river from the south. 
It .is a gently t.mduiating country, high and wiling in some places, 
abounding i11 beautiful lakes, and containing about equal proportions of 
prairie and timber. The tributaries of the St. Peter's, Mississippi, and 
Red river of the North ovedap each other in all directions, and have their 
sources in the numerous lakes which abound in this region. These 
lakes are connected with each other by small streams, varying from fifteen 
or twenty yards in width and three or four feet in depth, to a few feet in 
width aud a few inches in depth. They, as well as the lakes, pos~ess 
gravelly or sandy bottoms, and are so numerous, and contain so many 
rapids, that I doabt if one could travel ten miles in any direction 
without finding beautiful locations not only for agricultural, but llltumfac-
turing, purposesA 
'I'he soil is the black vegetable mould, several feet in thickness, with 
various proportions of sand -sufficient, however, to give the neceasary 
warmth. 
,-rhe pineries of the upper Mississippi are m<lstly upon its tributaries, 
and l think are not found on the west side further south than the parallel 
of 46° north latitude. They alternate, even where most abundant, with 
much larger tracts of fertile country. The facilities of communication are 
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good throughout, and I kuow no country on earth where so many ad van. 
tages are presented to the farmer and manufacturer. They have not only 
the advantages of fine soil, unlimited water-power, and a climate prover-
bially healthy, but they have opening to them on all sides the shortest 
and most convenient channels by which to throw to the Mississippi and 
Missouri, and at points navigated by steamboats, all their produce and 
every article of their manufacture. 
I have no means of judgillg of the temperature of this region, as com-
pared with the country to the east and south; but I am much inclined to 
the belief that on the southern and eastern slopes of this division the cli-
mate will not be found to differ greatly from that of Iowa or northern 
Illinois. 
I am at a loss to express myself with sufficient force to do justice to the 
beautiful country embraced within this division, which is perhaps the 
most remarkable in the world for its peculiar conformation and vast pro-
ductiveness, and I can only attribute to ignorance of its great value the 
apathy and indifference manifested by the government in failing as yet to 
, extinguish the title of the Indians, and to throw open to the industry of the 
American people a country so well adapted to their genius and theiJ en-
terprise. From its great fertility, fine water-power, and the facilities for 
immediate and rapid communication with the Mississippi and St. Peter's, 
I regard this division as being by far the most valuable portion of Minne-
sota, and the numerous emigrants who are arriving in the Territory, and 
who are awaiting with anxiety and impatience an opportunity to purchase 
these valuable and productive lands, will compel the United States to 
adopt some speedy measures to extinguish the title of the Indians, and 
to throw into market a portion at least of this fertile country. 
rrhe valley of the Red river of the North, which is the third division I 
have made of the Territory, is abont three hundred miles in length from 
11orth to south, and one hundred and fifty in breadth form east to west, 
and is bounded on the west by the dividing ridge between its waters and 
those of the Missouri, called the "Coteau des Prairies," and on the east 
by a line from the head of Red river through the most northeastern point 
of Red lake. In this whole extent it presents an Rlmost unbroken level 
of rich prairie, intersected at right-angles by all the heavily timbered tribu-
taries of the Red river from the east and west-the Red river itself run-
ning nearly dne north through its centre, and heavily timbered on both 
banks with elm, oak, maple, ash, &c., &c. This V3lley, from its vast 
extent, perfect uniformity of surface, richness of soil, and unlimited sup-
ply of wood and water, is among the finest wheat countries of the world. 
The exploration of the past summer was on the west side of the l'iver, 
and the ronte pursued about half way between it and the " Coteau 
des Prairies" on the west. We were thus enabled to cross, about their 
centres, all the tributaries of the Red river from the west, and to furrn very 
correct opinions of the agricultural and geographical features of the west--
ern half of the valley. 
The principal tributaries from the "Coteau des Prairies)' are the Wild 
Rice, Shayenne, Elm, Goose, Turtle, Park, and PembirJarivers. Almost 
all these steams are navigable in the spring and summer fifty o:r sixty miles 
for flat bo'ats, and probably in high water for vessels of much larger draught, 
and are well timbered with elm, oak, ash, &c., &c. With their tributaJie!5, 
and the smaller streams which :flow into the Red l'iver, they intersect th& 
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valley at distances of ten or twelve miles apart; and although on the west 
side nfthe river the greater proportion of the country is level prairie, I am 
satisfied a sufficient quantity of timber can be found for all the uses of cui ti-
vation. As might be expected from its alluvial character, there is no ine 
timber in the valley of the Red river, but the oak and elm there attain to 
a size which I do not think I have ever seen elsewhere. 
In the settlement of the west side of the valley, I should recommend for 
the enclosures of the fields the earth and di h fence, for the several sufficient 
reasons; that, they would be less expensive; that they would economise tim-
ber; and that, being a protection against the fires upon the prairies, they 
would have the effect of accumulating the timber which is now yearly de-
stroyed by the fires. For the fact that this effect would be produced, it is 
only necessary to advert to the state of the country in the vicinity of St. 
Louis, which twenty or thirty years ago was open prairie, and which, in 
consequence of the protection from fires, by settlement and r-ultivation, is 
now covered with dense groves of oak. The east side of the valley has never 
been examined, and I should strongly represent to the government the ne-
cessity of being well informed as to the value of that portion of the country 
atas early a period as practicable. I have been informed by the half. 
breeds who have traversed portions of it, that it is equally fertile with 
the west side, and is much better timbered. I ascended the Red river in 
boats from our northern frontier, at Pembina, to Ottertail lake, and found it 
navigable for boats of three or four feet draught for nearly four hundred 
(WO) miles of its course, and t@ a point within one hundred and ten (110) 
niles of the navigable portion of the Mississippi. For two hundred and 
ffty miles of its course from Pemhina the bottom is of soft mud, and but 
01e obstruction to navigation, and that of too little consequence to be 
mticed, occurs in the whole distance of four hundred ( 400) miles. 
ThP. head of navigation is at a point in the vicinity of the mouth of 
tle Sioux Wood river, and distant about forty (40) miles from the St. 
Peter's. I had not the time to make any examination of the Sioux Wood 
ri,er, which, with its source, Lake Travers, approaches within one mile 
of the St. Peter's; but I ascended it a mile or two, and found a uniform 
de)th of three feet. As this stream passes through an alluvial level coun-
try, I am inclined to believe that in the high waters during the spring it 
wmld be fonnd navigable for small boats to the southwestern extremity of 
La'e 'rravers. I took particular care to ascertain at what periods of the year 
theRed river was frozen, and when clear of ice; and I am convinced that 
it i: navigable for four months, and at favorable seasons for five months 
of che year. The descent to the norlh of the dividing ridge, embraced in 
the second division of the country I have made, as it looms up from the 
ralley of the Red river, presents the appearance of a range of lofty hills, 
which, upon a nearer approach, dwindles into a gentle slope, probably two 
hundred feet above the level of the country to the north. 
But two objections can be made to the belief that the valley of the Red 
river of the North, as a wheat country, is unsurpassed. The one is the 
coldness of the climate, and the other its distance from market. To the 
first of these objections it can be said, that but a very small portion of 
Minnesota is north of the rich wheat regions of Canada, and facts go to 
prove that Canada is neither too cold for the cultivation of grain nor for 
~he comfort of the inhabitants. The second is a much more valid objec· 
~ion, but it is one which a little attention from the government can eutirely 
remedy. It has been with this view that I have recommended, as will 
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be found, grants of land for the construction of railroads to connect the 
head of navigation of Red river with Lake Superior, and with the Missis-
sipp' below the falls of St. Anthony. The whole valley of the Red river, 
as well as of the country between it and the Mississippi, will thus be 
brought as near, or nearer, our eastern and southern markets than the inte-
rior of Iowa, Wisconsin, or Illinois. As reg:uds the country west of the 
Mississippi and north of the St. Peter's, which is included in the second 
division I have made, I am of o nion that the climate would be too severe, 
and the seasons too short, for the successful cultivation of corn, but all 
other grains would be produced most abundantly. The wild rice abounds 
in the lakes and streams, and is a favorite article of food with the Indians. 
It is very palatable and easily collected, and I do not doubt would prove 
a valuable article of commerce . rrhe sugar maple is very abundant along 
the lakes, and large quantities of the maP.le sugar are manufactured by the 
Indians. The white oak, however, is most common, and as it is neces-
sarily hardy, and grows to a large size, it is peculiarly adapted to tbe 
building of vessels. 
The valley of the Red river is entirely alluvial in its formation, no rods 
in place being found in its entire length within the territories of the Unied 
States. It abounds with boulders or erratic blocks of grauite, which in 
all cases are very much rounded by the action of water. They are IIDst 
abundant upon the highest ridges of the prairies, and cause all the rafids 
in the small streams tributary to the Red river, the St. Peter's, and Mis-
sissippi. About seventy (70) miles north of our frontier (at Pembina,) L 
secondary limestone appears at the falls of the Red river, which is UP· 
questionably tbe basis of the whole valley, but at what depth below tre 
surface at different points it is impossible to say. There are no rocks n 
place found west of the Mississippi along the route pursued by the exp:-
dition to the Red river of the north, and the geological features of tie 
banks of the Mississippi have been given in the report of Mr. Nicolltt, 
published in the year 184'2. 'l_lhe falls of St. Anthony are occasioned ly 
beds of sandstone, and as the rock is soft and easily worn <1way, the fals 
are receding with considerable rapidity. A short distance above, the sam-
stone disappears, and is replaced by beds of primary rock, and as soonas 
the falls have receded thus far the erosion will be infinitely slower. 'lhe 
limestone does not appear north of the F'alls of St. Anthony, but is fomd 
of indifferent quality along the Mississippi to the south. 11 he best line 
to be used in the interior of houses is found on the Mississippi nortrof 
Alton, Illiuois, and is transported from that place to all the pomts above 
CHAPTER III. 
General description of Minnesota continued.-Routes from Mississ·ippi to 
valle.11 of Rt:d ri·ver.-Country west of the St. Peter's.-Location rif 
military posts.-Settlements along the Red river.-Halj-b,·eeds.-Set-
tlementsalong the Mississippi.-St. Paul.-St. Antlwuy.-Stillwater.-
Population.-Best 1·outes for emig rants from the east and south.-Lines 
of grants for railroads.-Purchase of lands 'UJest of the 1Jtliss·issippi.-
111iLitary reserve of Fbrt Snelling.- Territorial wagon roads.-Obstruc~ 
tions to navigation above the Falls of St. Antlwny, o/c., o/c. 
There are three routes at present known by which t® reach the valley 
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of the Red river of the North from the lVIissis~ippi, and which, until the 
expedition of the past summer, were only known to the traders and trap-
pers who made their yearly pilgrimages to St. Peter's and the Upper Mis-
sissippi with their furs and peltries. 
The most southern :fi,Uows the valley of the St. Peter's and descends 
into the plains of the Red river near Lake Travers. 
The middle route leaves the Mississippi at Sank rapids, seventy-six 
miles above the mouth of the St. Peter's; and intersects the Red river near 
its most southern point. This is the route pursued by the expedition. 
The northern route follows for some distance the valley of the Crow 
Wing river, and turning the northern extremity of Ottertail lake, descends 
into the valley of the Red river near the mouth of Buffalo river. 
These routes are mere trails, used only once a year by the few traders 
and trappers who .visit St. Peter's, and follow, as far as possible, the open 
prairie, as the traders have not the time, nor are they disp0sed to expend 
the means necessary to construct roads through a wooded country: this 
will account for the fact of so mnch prairie having been passed over by the 
expedition, and for the circuitous character of the route pursued. 
it will be perceived that I do not include in these divisions that portion 
ofMinnesota lying to-the south and west of the St. Peter's, nor that por-
tion bordering on Lake Superior and Rainy Lake river. I have attempted 
no description of these sections of country, as I could not obtain any reli-
able information regarding them from any one. 
The whole of the Territory of Minnesota lying we~t of the valleys of 
the Red river and the St. Peter's is still unexplored, and the expedition of 
the past snmmer has for the first time developed the resources of the north-
eastern p'wtion of the Territory. As the immense region included within 
the boundaries of Minnesota west of the St. Peter's and valley of the Red 
river embraces nearly two-thirds of the whole Territory, it will, of course, 
be the labor of some years fully to examine and report upon it. The ex-
pedition of the pa!St summer has brought to the notice of the government 
much fertile and available country, and there can be no doubt but that 
the surveys and examinations of the remainder of the Territory will be 
prosecuted at as early a period as practicable. 
Three tribes of Indians-the Sioux, the Winnebagoe~, and the Chippe-
was-occupy at present that portion of Minnesota I have attempted to 
describe; and as they do not number more than 20,000 souls, and are as 
yet entirely ignorant of the great value of their lands, 1 would suggest to 
the government the propriety of purchasing immediately as much of the 
country as can be negotiated for. An immediate purchase would also 
prevent the appearance of the immense hordes of the Sioux and Sissitons 
from the Missouri, who, upon the receipt of intelligence that the country 
was to be sold, would flot:k to the commissioners with demands for the 
extinrtion of a roving title , for whic-h they probably have no foundation. 
There is no doubt but there is fertile country enough in the Territory 
of Minnesota, and east of tbe Jacques river, for the population of at least 
two States; but as my examinations have not been as yet sufficiently ex-
tensive, I cannot suggest a boundary between them with sufficient pre-
cision to render the suggestion worthy of notice. . . 
I shall here give my views as to the location of the m1htary posts re-
ferJ ed to, in the instructions organizing the expedition to the Red river of 
the North. 
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There are three conditions which I consider necessary to be fulfilled in 
the location of military posts along the western frontier of the United 
States, viz : iirst, that they should be so placed as to interpose, as much 
as possible, between tribes of Indians at war with each other; second, 
that they should possess all the advantages of defence and easy supply; 
and, third, that they should be most advantageously situattd for the 
support and supply of posts which, in course of time, must neet>ssarily 
be thrown further in advance. In the location of the proposed military 
post all these conditions are presented. 
The section of country in which it is proposed to establish a military 
post is inhabited by three tribes of Indians-the Sioux on the south and 
west, the vVinnebagoes along the Mississippi in the centre, and the Chip· 
:pewas on the north and east. 
The Winnebagoes have lately been interposed between the other two 
tribes, for the purpose, I suppose, of preventing hostilities. The Sioux and 
Chippewas have been at war from time immemorial, and the only effect 
of the interposition of the Winnebagoes has been to transfer the seat of 
war from the Mississippi to the valley of the Red river of the North. A 
post, therefore, on the Red river, and immediately in rear of the Winneba-
go country, would best fulfil the first condition. 
In reference to the second condition, there are two routes by which a 
post thus locatedeould be supplied, and, if necessary, reinforced, from the 
Mississippi, viz: by land, from some l"JOint on the Mississippi above the 
Sauk rapids, one hundred and ten miles over a gently undulating coun-
try, through which roads could easily be made; and by water through the 
St. Peter's and Sioux Wood rivers. I have not made any examination 
whatever of the St. Peter's, and only ascended the Sioux Wood for a short 
distance; but I am satisfied that during the spring and summer fi·eshets 
t~1is route would be entirely practicable, and would possess over the other 
the two advantages of being more economical, and of communicating with 
the Mississippi belo\V the falls of St. Anthony. 
As to the third condition, I am quite satisfied that the government will, 
ere long, station a military force along our northern frontier, either at or 
in the VIcinity of Pembina. This post would necessarily be supplied 
for a time, at least, with provisions and munitions of war from the Missis-
sippi, and the :first post on Red river should therefore be so chosen as to 
communicate as easily and rapidly as possible with Pembina. It became 
necessary, therefore, in my opinion, to examine the Red river of the North, 
to ascertain what facilities for navigation it presented. It will be seen by 
perusing my report of the examination of the Red river, that it is naviga-
ble for steamers about four hundred ( 400) miles by water from our northern 
frontier, and to a point above the mouth of the Sioux Wood river. A point, 
therefore, in the vicinity of the mouth of that stream would hest fulfil all 
the required conditions for a military post; and previous to any action of 
the government upon the subject, I would strongly recommend an exam-
ination of the St. Peter's and Sionx vVood rivers, and of the country in 
the vicinity of the confluence of the last named river with the Red river 
of the North. 
The settlements along the Red river of the North were made abont the 
year 1812, and extended up the river to the parallel of 47° north latitude, 
(about.) It was supposed at the time that the country in which they bad 
located themselves belonged to the English government, but, upon ascer- · 
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taining to the contrary, the colony was removed to points lower down on 
the Red river, aiJd within the known boundaries of the English posses-
sions. This colony was established by Lord Selkirk, upon a grant of 
,aud from the Hudson's Bay Company, but the rapid increase of half-
breeds, resulting from the connexions between the colonists and Indians, 
and the constant rivalry in trade with the Hudson's Bay Company, occa-
sioned the most serious disturbances, and several encounters took place, in 
which manv were killed and wounded ou both sides. 
The half--breeds at present number about eight thousand, (8,000,) and, 
with the exception of about nine hundred .who are collected round the 
trading post of the American Fur Company at Pembina, they reside upon 
the English possessions, and are entirely under the control of the Hud-
son's Bay Company. For a detailed account of these singular people, I 
refer to the narrative which follows. 
The settlements of Americans in Minnesota are at present entirely on 
the east or left Lank of the Mississippi, as the lands on the west are still 
in the possession of the Indians. The three villages most prominent are 
St. Paul's, about nine miles below the mouth of the St. Peter's, and on 
the east bank of the Mississippi; St. Anthony, at the falls of that name, 
and Stillwater, at the head of Lalm St. Croix. The east bank of the 
Mississippi, as far north as the mouth of Crow-Wing river, and the 
west bank of the St. Croix, are fast filling up with inhabitants, and the 
fact that four or five steamboats are necessary for the trade with Galena 
and St. Louis, is sufficient evidence of the prosperity and success of this 
portion of Minnesota. 
A boat is in process of construction to ply between the falls of St. An-
thony and the Crow- \Ving river, and the present state of things, which 
has resulted within the last two years, is sufficient to con vi nee the most 
incredulous that the rapid growth of Minnesota in wealth and population 
has surpassed the anticipations of the most sanguine. 'rhe present set-
tlers are almost entirely from the eastern States, and the coldness of the 
climate, and the fact that the new State will necessarily be a free State, 
render it certain that the future population of Minnesota wiU be composed 
almost wholly of New England people. 
There are four routes by which emigrants from the east and south can 
reach Minnesota: one from St. Louis by boats, distant eight hundred 
miles from the mouth of the St. Peter's; another by land from Chicago, 
Illinois, to Galena, to connect with the steamers from St. Lou is; a third 
from Milwaukie, across 'Vtsconsin Ly land; and a fourth from Chicago by 
land to the mouth of the St. Peter's. There are two other points 1iearer 
to the Territory of Minnesota which can be reached by boats, viz: Green 
Bay and "Fond-du-Lac," or the western extremity of Lake Superior; 
but as it would be impossible to purchase at either of these points the 
necessary stock and outfit for a farm, I should, in view of aU the circum-
stances, recommend Chicago as the point of debarkation for all the emi-
grants from the east, and as the most desirable and cheapest place to lay 
in all the supplies necessary for commencing a settlement in Minnesota. 
The policy of distributing the public lands f()r the benefit of internal 
improvements has been so uuiversally admitted by all the western States, 
that lam induced here to suggest grant--· of land for three lines of railroad 
which I regard as most important to the prosperity of .Minnesota: one 
from the head of n:lVigatiou of the Rf!d river of th'3 North, to the head of 
navigation of the St. Peter's, in the vicinity of its most southern point; 
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another from the head 0f navigation of Red river to a point on the Mis: 
sissippi at or near the mouth of Crow- Wing river; and a third from some 
point on the Mississippi which can be attained by boats, to the western. _ 
extremity of Lake Superior. -
These routes pass through the richest portions of the Territory, and 
connect the valley of the Red river with the eastern and southern mar-
kets. There is anGther route perhaps equally important, but of which I 
can say but little, as the country has not as yet been carefully examined. 
This line would connect the head of navigation of the Red river with the 
head of navigation of the Jacques river, is about ninety (90) miles in 
length, and would form a direct connexion between the valleys of the 
Missouri and Red river of the North. An exmnination of the accompa-
nying map will show the lengths and directions of these lines, and I 
think cannot fail to exhibit their great usefulness. 
It may be supposed that I am premature in such suggestions, but the 
great difficulty under which every man has labored who has projected im-
pmvements in the United States has been, that he has found himself 
rather behind than in advance of the times. I therefore strongly rec-
ommend that Congress make grants of ]and for the construction of these 
roads as soon as the Indian title to the country has been extinguished, 
and before the lands are thrown into market, for the very obvious and suf. 
ficient reason that no sectional opposition can then be made to the loca-
tion of the routes, and the fact that such grants are in existence will ac-
cumulate a population along the lines which will insure their construction 
at the earliest practicable period. 
I cannot conclude this imperfect sketrh of the Territory of Minnesota 
without strongly urging 11pon Congress the necessity of adopting speedy 
measures to sanction and earry into effect the following measures which 
J have recommended, and the reasons for which I have given in some 
detail in the body of this report: 
First. T'o negotiate with the Indians for the purchase of the lands west 
of the Mississippi, at least as far north as the Crow- Wing river, and as far 
west as the head of the St. Peter's. 
Second. As soon as this purchase has been effected, to relinquish the 
military reserve of Fort Snelling to the settlers, and to remove the troops 
now garrisoning that post to points near the northern and western limits of 
the territory thus acquired. 
Third. 'ro make gr3nts of alternate sections of land for the construc-
tion of the railroad's I have mentioned. 
Fourth. 'ro make appropriations for the construction of good wagon 
roads to connect the valley of the Red river with the Mississippi and Lake -
Superior; and, 
Fifth. To make an appropriation of money sufficient to remove the ob~ 
structions to navigation in the Mississippi from the falls of St. Anthony 
to the muuth of the Crow-Wing river. 
As the Territory is e11tirely undPr the control of the general govj3rn*' 
ment, the legality of these grants and appropriations cannot be ques. 
tioned, and as they are matters of vital necessity to Minnesota, it is to be 
hoped they will meet the early attention of Congress. 
It is vain to predict the extent of the prosperity of any pottion of the 
United States, since anticipations which have been a thousand fold sur-
passed twenty-five years ago would have been considered the wildest 
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dreams of a visionary; but if the speedy action of Congress upon the sl.Jb-
ject can be obtained, I do not hesitate to predict that the new State which 
shall be formed in the Territory of Minnesota will in twenty years rival 
in wealth and population the most prosperous of the western States. 
CHAPTER IV.-( From .May 15 to June 13.) 
Departure from St. Louis.-Arrival at Fort Snelling.-Fort Snelling.-
Mendota.-St. Paut.-St. Anthony.-Mill.-lmportance of mouth of 
St. Peter's.-Military reserve of Fort Snelling.-Reasonsfor abandon-
ing it.-Objcct of frontier posts.-Purchase of lands west of the 1Jtl.is-
sissippi.-Departure from Fort Snelling for the valley of the Red river 
ejthe Nortlt.-Country between Fort Snellin!{ and Sauk Rapids.-Ban-
fill's.-Gilman's, ~·c., o/c.-Rapids in the Mississippi.-Proposedplan 
of improving tlte navigation. 
In obedience to instructions received from Colonel J. J. Abert, corps of 
topographical engineers, I left St. Louis, Missouri, on the 16th of May, 
1849, for the purpose of joining at Fort Snelling, Minnesota Territory, the 
expedition about to set out for the valley of the Red river of the North, 
with a view to the locatio of military posts in that quarter. After a 
pleasant passage of six days, l arrived at Fort Snelling on the afternoon 
of May 22, 1849. I found that the company of dragoons which formed 
th.:a military escort of the expedition would not be able to march for some 
weeks, in consequence of the backwardness of the prairie grass, upon 
which it was necessary to subsist the dragoon and wagon horses during 
their absence from Fort Snelling. As soon as I ascertained that I was to 
be detained so long a time in that neighborhood, I determined to employ 
myself in making some examination of the country in the vicinity, and in 
regulating my chronometers, with a view to subsequent observations for 
latitude and longitude. A serious accident, occasioned by a fall from my 
horse the second day after my arrival, prevented me from executing these 
intentions as fully as I had proposed. 
Fort Snelling is situated at the confluence of the St. Peter's and Mis-
sissippi rivers-on the north side of the St. Peter's, and west side of the 
Missi::,sippi. 'rhe buildings of the garrison are upon a high bluff, prob-
ably two hundred (200) feet above the level of the water in the rivers, 
and which stretches to the north and west in a gently undulating and 
very fertile prairie, intersper&ed here and there with groves of heavy tim- . 
ber. The steamboat landing of Fort Snelling is directly opposite the 
mouth of the St. Peter's, from which a low island extends about two and 
a half miles down the Mississippi. 
Mendota, which lies about half a mile below the mouth of the St. 
Peter's, has been for many years a trading post of the American Fur Com-
pany, and is still a depot of goods and provisions for the supply of the fur 
traders, who, at this time, have penetrated much farther into the interior 
of the Indian country. It is the place of residence of the Hon. H. H. 
Sibley, delegate in Congress from Minnesota bnt as it belongs to the In-
dians, and is also included in the military res\rve of Fort Snelling, it has 
not attained that degree of prosperity so remarkable in the villages of ~t. 
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Paul and St. Anthony, and which its far more favorable position might 
justly have secured for it. St. Paul is on the east or left bank of the .Mis~ 
sissippi, nine miles by water below J?ort Snelling; and, as it is the nearest 
point of steamboat landing to the mouth of the St. Peter's, without the 
limits of the military reserve, it has increased to an amazing extent in 
business and population within the last year. It now contains a popula-
tion of about one thousand (1 ,000) souls, and requires for the transar.tion 
of its business four or five regular steamboats from St. Louis and Galena. 
The back country about the village is said to be very fertile and productive, 
but I had not myself the opportunity of seeing any portion of it. It con-
nects with Fort Snelling, Mendota, and St. Anthony by a road along the 
east bank of the Mississippi. St. Anthony is also situated on the east or 
left bank of the Mississippi, and at the falls of the same name, seven miles 
above the mouth of the St. Peter's. It possesses one of the most exten- , 
sive and available water-powers in the west, if not in the world, and, from 
its healthy location and great advantages, it bids fair to be one of our most 
thriving manufacturing towns. The steamboats which ply in the Upper 
Mississippi can approach within two hundred yards of the falls, and the 
landing proposed for them is at the lower end of the town. A steamboat 
is in process of construction to ply between St. Anthony and the mouth 
of the Crow- Wing river, aud to take the place of the barges now used in 
that trade. The falls of St. Anthony are over ledges of sandstone, and 
are divided in half by a rocky island which extends up the river about one 
and a half mile. The eastErn channel has been dammed, and a saw-
mill constructed, at an expense of $30,000 or $40,000. The bed of the 
channel is almost· level, and of solid 1 rock. It has only been necessary, 
therefore, to bolt the timber of the buildings to the perfect foundation pro-
vided by nature. A boom has been thrown across the river above the 
head of the island; and all that is now necessary to present thl3 logs literally 
to the saw is to throw them inro the Mississippi and its tributanes, where 
they are cut, and they are received and retained in the reservoir formed by 
the dam and the island. The mill has been commenced on the east bank, 
and is being extended across the channel dammed up, which is about 
one hundred yards in width. When completed it will work something 
like twenty saws. 
The opposite side of the river presents equal advantages for apply-
ing the water-power to useful purposes, and this will unquestionably be 
done as SOJll as the military reserve shall have been relinquished to the 
settlers. A water-power will thus be presented to the manufacturer as 
easily put into operation as any in the world, and almost unlimited. 
Three saws are now in constant operation, and others are being construct-
ed; yet it is altogether impossible to supply sufficient building material 
for the use of the numerous settlers of St. Paul, St. Anthony, and the 
upper Mississippi. 
'rhe valley of the St. Peter's has been represented as remarkably fertile, 
and the river navigable for one hundred and twenty miles above its 
mouth; and, as I know that the valley of the Mjssissippi above the falls 
is at least equally productive, and the navigation much more favorable, it 
cannot be doubted that this portion of Minnesota is destined to play a 
considerable part in the ~rnmerce of the northwest. As the St. Peter's 
will transport to its mouth aa the prod nctions of its valley, and as the 
obstruction to the navi~ation of the Mississippi by the falls of St. An-
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thony will make the vicinity of the falls tl-,e depot for all tt"' · usiness of 
the country above, it is plain that some point near the mouth of the St. 
Pete1 's will eventually be the site of a large town. 
'l'he country west of the Mississippi, and the whole valley of the s·. 
Peter's, are still in the possession of the Indians-an attempt to purchase 
a portion of it having proved unsuccessful in consequence of the lateness of 
the season and the want of proper preparation. It i:s to be hoped that the 
attention of Congress will be given to this subject at an early day, and 
that negotiations will be opened with the Indians, not only for the pur-
chase of the valley of the St. Peter's, but of the whole country west of 
the Mississippi, at least as far north as the mouth of the Crow- Wing 
river. In connexion with this purchase, I would also seriously recom-
mend the propriety of giving up to purchasers the military reserve of Fort 
Snelling, which embraces several of the most desirable points in this 
portion of the Territory. It is difficult to understand the necessity of so 
large a reserve of lands for a post situated in the midst of a settled coun-
try, or in fact to understand the nect>ssity of a military f(lree at all. Be-
fore the lands of the military reserve of Fort Snelling had been three days 
in market they would be purchased, and settlements commenced upon 
them immediate] y. When the lands west of the Mississippi shall have 
been negotiated for by the United States, the Indians will necessarily be 
removed further to the west and north, the military posts must of course 
be in their vicinity, and Fort Snelling will only be serviceable as a 
depot for stores and provisions for the supply of the posts further in the 
interior. In view of the present and prospective state of affairs, I am 
clearly of opinion that Fort Snelling should be abandoned as a military 
post as soon as the purchase of the lands west of the Mississippi shall 
have been effected. There is really no necessity for a military force in 
this part of the country for military objects merely; but the frontier posts 
serve the much more useful purpose of forming, further and further 
towards the W-3st, the "nuclei" of settlements which, in course of time, 
become competent to sustain themselves. It is clearly the policy of our 
government to push a little in advance of our settlements in the west the 
military forces now disposable, and to maintain them at particular points 
no longer than they are necessary for the support and encouragement of 
our advancing emigration. Fort Suelling no longer fulfils this condition; 
and I would therefore suggest to the government the propriety of removing 
to the northern and western limits of the territory to be purchased the 
military force now occupying Fort Snelling, and of so placing them that 
they can be easily removed and kept constantly in advance of the march 
of emigration. 
Having completed all the necessary preparations, and ascertained that 
the grass upon the prairies was sufficiently advanced for the use of our 
animals, we marched from Fort Snelling on the 6th of June, 1849. From 
all the information to be obtained, it was deemed advisable to choose the 
middle route to the Red river of the North, which, leaving the .Mississippi 
at Sank rapids seventy-six (76) miles above Fort Snelling, intersects the 
Red river near its most southern point. 
As the road to Sauk rapids is through the settlements along the east 
ba11k, we crossed the Mississippi at a ferry about half a mile above t 1e 
falls of St. Anthony, and, after five days of constant rain, we reached 
the house and store of 1\ir. Gilman, about one mile above the Sank rapids. 
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vVe there met the company of dragoons which had marched :fi:om Fort 
Gaines to join us, and, after two or three more days of very bad weather, 
we completed the crossing of our baggage and supplies on the 13th in tant, 
and formed a camp on the 'vest side of the Mississippi, proposing tore-
main a few days, until the prairies should have become dryer. 
The route we pursued from Fort Snelling to the Sank rapids for the 
first seven miles lies on the west side of the Mississippi, and as it is upon 
the military reserve of the :fi)rt, the country through which it passes is 
wholly uncultivated, although capable of producing in great abundance 
all the varieties of grain. After crossing the Mississippi at the falls of St. 
Anthony the road is nearly straight to Sank rapids, the river departing at 
some points eight or ten miles from it, and at others approaching within 
half a mile. It is intersected nearly at right-angles by the numerous 
streams which flow into the Mississippi from the east. The principal of 
these tributaries, between the falls of St. Anthony and the Sank rapids, 
are the Rice river or creek, Rum river, and Elk river. By far the largest 
of these is Rum river, which is ferried at its mouth, where it is about 
seventy-five yards wide, and which, from its appearance, I should sup-
pose, in a good stage of water, could be ascended forty or fifty miles by 
small steamers. The country is gently undulating, containing nearly 
equal proportions of prairie and timber, and possessing a very fertile soil. 
The timber most abundant is the white and black oak, ash, elm, and 
birch-several other species being found in less abundance. High up on 
these streams, towards the St. Croix, are found large forests of the _white 
and yellow pine which furnish the lumber _which constitutes so important 
an article of the trade of this region. From St. Paul to St. Anthony 
there is almost a continuous settlement. From St. Anthony, the first 
settlement is at the mouth of Rice creek, about seven miles distant. A 
ferry-privilege across the Mississippi has been granted to Mr. Banfill, who 
resides at this point. The next settlement is. about ten miles distant from 
Banfill's, and at the mouth of Rum river. 'rhe next is distant thirteen 
miles, at the mouth of Elk river. This river, heading near the Missis-
sippi at Sauk rapids, runs nearly parallel with it to the junction, distant 
by land thirty-six miles. The r1ext is also on Elk river, the valley of 
which is followed by the road nearly its entire distance. rrhis settlement 
is remarkable for its vast meadows of fine hay, from which it has derived 
the name of "The Big Meadows." We next came, at a distance of nine 
miles from the Big Meadows, to the settlements at Sauk rapids, which 
extend along the river about one mile and a half to the residence of Gil-
man, at which there is a ferry across the river. 
The whole of the country along this road is rapidly filling up with set-
tlers; and, although it is not so fertile nor well timbered as the west bank 
of the Mississippi, yet, as it is the only portion of Minnesota which does 
not still belong to the Indians, the lands are eagerly sought after by per-
sons desiring to locate themselves. We spent the 11th, 12th, and 13th 
days of June at Gilman's, which, from my observations, was in latitude 
-north, and longitude- west, from Greenwich. 
The odometer, which, attached to the wheel of a wagon, measured with 
great exactness the route passed over, gave us as the distance by the road 
from Fort Snelling to Gilman's seventy six and two-thirds (76j) miles. 
There are two rapids in the Mississippi between the falls of St. Anthony 
and the ferry of Gilman-one at the mouth of Coon creek, twelve (12) 
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miles above the falls, and the other at the mouth of the Sauk or Osakis 
river. Of these, by far the most difficult of ascent are the Sauk rapids, 
from the sinuous character of the channel. In high water they would 
present little or no obstruction, but when the water is low they are almost 
impassable. From my slight examination of them as I descended the 
river upon my return from Pembina, I am of opinion that the navigation 
could be greatly improved with little labor, and at small expense. 
The difficulty of ascending and descending the rapids is not occasioned 
by ledges of rock, but is due to the presence, in the bed of the river, of 
large boulders o-r loose rocks, varying from twenty-five and thirty feet 
square to those of much smaHer size. These rocks are scattered so con-
fusedly OVt'r the bottom, that although there is abundance of water in the 
channel, yet it is so much diverted from its ditect course, that in descend-
ing with so rapid a current, it would be impossible to keep in the deep 
water . . The plan I would propose for improving the navigation at such 
points is to remove, by machinery, the immenEe ]oose rocks which now 
obstruct the channel, and to drag them from the centre of the river both 
ways towards the ~bores, opening by this means a channel of eighty (80) 
or one hundred (100) yards in width, as may be desirable. These rocks, 
piled up in this manner between the shores and the edges of the ehannel 
thus made, would form a dam which would force the water from above to 
discharge itself through the opening left, and would thus always provide 
sufficient water for the navigation. 
There are two objections which might be made to this method of im-
provement. First, that there would be danger of tearing away the banks 
on each side at the periods of freshets; and second, that the dam thus 
formed would produce a velocity of current too great to he overcome by 
boats. In reply to the firsr, it is only necessary to say that the banks of 
the river are rocky and not liable to washings, and that during tile fresh-
ets a great deal of the water would be discharged over the dams. To the 
second objeetion it can be said, that if the velocity of the current be found 
too great, it will Gnly be necessary to increase the width of the artificial 
channel All the tributaries of the Mississippi I have seen contain rapids 
of a character precisely similar, alternating with intervening pools of deep 
water. As soon as the country has become settled, and there is a neces-
sity for open navigation, these improvements can be made by this plan 
without difficulty and at little expense. 
CHAPTER V.-(From June 16 to July 11.) 
Departure from Sauk rapids.-Sauk river.-David Lalce.-Liglztning 
lake.-Description of couutry between the Mississippi a·nd Lightning 
lakes.-Bad condition of the prair-ies -Peculiar advantaf!es of tfte 
numerous lakes.- Traders to St. Peter's.-Ml·. Kittson.-Departure 
from Li[!;htning lake.- lY!tite Bear lake.-Pike lake.-Elk lake.-
Chippewa river.-Elbow lake.- l'Var party of Chippewas.-Potato 
river.-Rabbit river.-Dividingridge.-Redriver of tlze North.-Lines 
of grants for railroads, and reasons therefor, o/c., ~·c. 
The encampment which had bP.en formed on the west bank of the Mis-
sissippi was on the territory of the Sioux Indians, and about one mile 
E:x:.-2 
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south of the Wataub river, their northern boundary line. Between them 
and the Chippewas, higher up on the Mississippi, the Winnebagoes have 
been interposed since the purchase of their lands at Prairie du Chien, for 
the purpose of preventing, as far as possible, the constant warfare between 
those tribes. T'he only effect of this interposition has been to remove the 
seat of war from the banks of the Mississippi to the valley of the Red river 
of the North. 
Having awaited the drying of the prairies until the 16th of June, we 
determined on that day again to commence our march for the Red river. 
The route to be pursued, from having been so little used, was barely per-
ceptible in the high grass, and followed the narrow strip of prairie between 
the woods of the Sauk and the Wataub rivers. After ferrying the Sauk 
river about twenty-one miles from its mouth, we reached a small lake 
tributary to the Crow river on the 20th of June. 1.,he weather still con-
tinued very bad, the rain falling incessantly, and it was therefore deter-
mined to remain for a few days at this lake, in the hope that a favorable 
change would take place in the weather and the road. On the 26th we 
again marched, and on the 27th reached two lakes very near each other, 
and tributary also to the Crow river. 
The heavy and incessant rain since the 4th of June had so saturated 
the prairies of rich soil, that it was found absolutely necessa1y to halt for 
a few days at these lakes for the purpose of recruiting the wagon horses, 
which had already been nearly exhausted by the bad roads and heavy 
loads. It then became very perceptible to all that heavily loaded 
wagons were not the most favorable modes of transportation in the explo-
ration of new countries, and the officer who had been charged with the 
arrangements for the expedition began, I think, to be fearful that the 
command would not be able to get through with the large wagons and 
great store of baggage and provisions with which we had marched from 
Fort Snelling. rrhe two lakes at which we were thus compelled to 
remain until the 3d of July are about sixty-one (61) miles from the Mis-
sissippi at Sauk rapids, and in making a march of this distance we had 
·consumed seventeen (17) days! 1-,hese lakes were named by us Light-
ning lakes, from the circumstance of having received in our camp a stroke 
.of lightning, which tore in pieces one of the tents, and prostrated nearly 
,all the persons who were in the camp. The larger of these lakes is four 
or five miles in length and half a mile in 'vidth, and, in common with all 
the lakes in the country, was filled with fish. 
rrhe road from Sauk rapids to the crossing of the Sauk river lies along 
a very narro vv strip of prairie, separating the waters of the Sauk and \V a-
taub rivers. By far the greater portion of this entire tract is timber-oak, 
ash, elm, maple, &c. Small prairies are interspersed throughout, and the 
two rivers, running nearly parallel and so near together, offer many advant-
ages of timber and water to those desirous of settling. This is an exceed-
ingly valuable tract of land, with scarcely a perceptible elevation in the 
whole distance, and with an exceedingly fertile and productive soil. There 
would be probably too much timber for the easy cultivation of wheat. 
There are slight rapids in the Sank and ·wataub rivers a short distance 
above their mouths, and in the Sauk river a second rapid occurs about 
twenty-four or twenty-five miles further up. 
After crossing the Sank river the prairie became more extensive, 
,though the woods were in plain view on both sides of the road. We be-
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gan to meet with the numerous lakes common to this se3tion of country, 
and which, from their pure clear \Vater, the quantity of wild fowl and fis~ 
found in them, and the heavy timber surrounding them, form so favorable 
a featme of the country. 'The level character of the prairies, which are 
only partially drained by the occasional depressions in their surface, and 
the incessant fall of rain from the day of our departure from Fort Snel-
ling, gave us great difficulty in making much progress with our heavy 
wagons; but as the season was a most uncommon one, we saw the coun-
try in its most unfavorable aspect. 
'rhe first large lake is about thirty-five (35) miles from Sauk rapids; is 
about three miles in length, and one iu breadth, and is called "David 
lake," from the name, I think, of one of the first Americans who visited 
it. Henrie lake is seven miles further, and probably one-third larger, 
being also fringed with heavy timber, and pouring its waters iuto the 
Crow river about four miles distant towards the west. After leaving 
Henrie lake we crossed the Crow river about six miles distant, running 
through the open prairie, and about fifteen yards wide and three feet 
deep. Although there is no timber on the banks of this stream where 
we crossed it, the woods were plainly visible on all sides upon the small 
lakes and streams whi ~h discharge themselves into the Crow river. About 
twelve miles beyond this river we came to Lightning lakes, distant from 
the Mississippi sixty-one (61) miles. At this point we again approached 
the heavy timber, but the road did not enter it, for the reasons I have pre-
viously stated. 
In the whole section of country between the Mississippi and Lightning 
lakes the surface is gently undulating, the soil exceedingly fertile, aud 
the tirnber most abundant. 
From this peculiar formation of country, the entire want of anything 
like a road, and the continuous heavy rains for several weeks previous, 
the rich black soil of the prairies had become perfectly saturated, and 
many were under the impression that the whole country was swampy, but 
I was informed by the guides that such a season had not been known for 
twenty years, and that they had never seen the country in such condition 
before. After heavy falls of rain there is not a State in the northwest, 
which, in the ab~ence of roads, could be traversed by heavily loaded 
wagons; and in countries of the character of that we had just traversed: the 
badness of the roads in wet weather is just in proportion to the richness 
of the soil. 
The peculiar advantages of the lakes common to this region of country 
are, that they abound in wild fowl and fish, supply pure clear water, and 
enable a farmer, by building a fiat boat or barge at his own door, to load it 
with the produce from his fields, and transport it without further expense, 
and in a very short time, to navigable points on the Mississippi. 
On the third of July we left Lightning lake, and after accomplishing a 
hard day's march of fourteen miles, we reached the eastern shore of 
"\Vhite Bear lake," where we awaited until the 6th of July the arrival 
of Dr. Castor, who had been sent back from David lake for additional 
wagons and supplies. On the 6th of July we reached a small lake which 
we named Pike lake, from the great number of fish of that species it con-
tained. 
On the 9th we arrrived at another small lake (Elk lake) which, with 
Pike lake and several others between, is tributary to the Chippewa river. 
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We had tlms turned all the streams flowing into the :Mississippi, a:nd began 
to cross the northern tributaries of the St. Peter's near their sources. 
On the 1Oth we crossed the Tipsinah or Potato river, also a tributary 
of the .St. Peter's, and reached a lak~;, to which, from its peculiar form, 
we gave the name of Elbow lake. When within a few miles of the lake 
we encountered a small war-party of Chippewas from Ottertail lake, num-
bering about twenty-five, the first·Indians we had seen since leaving the 
Mississippi, with the exception of five or six Winnebagoes on a hunting 
expedition near" \'Vhite Bear lake." We had thus left the Winnebago 
country, and, in approaching the Red river of the North,. were coming upon 
the battle ground of the Sioux and Chippewas. The party of Chippewas 
who met us gave us their war-dance for some trifling presents of paint and 
tobacco, and left us early the following morning to resume their war-path. 
On the morning of the 11th we crossed the Rabbit river, and after passing 
over a high rolling prairie about twelve (12) miles, we encamped upon the 
banks of the Red. river of the North, having consumed five weeks in accom-
plishing a distance of one hundred and forty (140) Iniles. Although we 
made this day a march of twenty-five miles, and, even on horseback, 
suffered greatly from the heat and mosquitoes, we found we had been ac-
companied by several of the war-party of Chippewas, who had managed 
easily to keep pace with us on foot. 
About mid-day we met a detachment of French and English half-breeds, 
and a few miles further the agents of the American Fur Company, with 
a train of wagons; making their yearly expeditions to St. Peter's with their 
furs and peltries. Mr. Kittson, the chief person belonging to the Amer-
ican ~-,ur Company, not only kindly offered us the use of his house when 
we should reach the settlements at Pembina, but sent back with us one of 
his men to see that we should be supplied from his place with everything 
we might require. We were much struck with the primitive appearance 
of the train of carts, without a particle of iron about them, each drawn by 
a single ox in the shafts, and carrying about one thousand pounds. 
It will be perceived that I have arranged the marehes made upon the 
expedition in groups of four or five days, and that I describe with some 
detail the subdivisions of country· thus passed 0ver. This arrangement 
has been made for the purpose of ineluding sections of country which 
differ somewhat from each other in their appearance and physical struc-
ture. 
This last subdivision, including the country between Lightning lakes 
and the Red river of the North, is much higher and mom uneven than 
any portion of that between Lightning lakes and the Mississippi1 and con-
tains a fin greater proportion of prairie. 
White Bear lake is much larger than any of the lakes we had seen, 
and is a most beautiful sheet of water, bordered by gently rolling country, 
with alternating groves of oak and open prairie descending gently to the 
water, which abounds with fish and wild fowl. The lake is about eight 
miles in length and three in breadth, and discharges its waters through a 
small stream into a branch of the Chippewa river four or five miles toward 
the west. Pike lake is about eight miles further, is very small though 
heavily timbered, and abounds with the pike fish. 
About ten (10) miles beyond this lake, we crossed the main branch of 
the Chippewa river, which at this point runs through the open prairie, and 
. is about fifty yards wide and three feet deep. It receives in this vicinity the 
r 
' 
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waters flf a great many small lakes, the timber of which was plainly visible 
~n all sides. The banks of this river are higher, and the country in the im-
mediate neighborhood far more uneven, than upon any other stream we had 
Freviously seen. There are many beautiful locations along the small 
streams and on the borders of the lakes which empty into the Chippewa 
river, and although the route pursued by us was by no means well chosen, 
for the reasons I have previously stated-to see the best lands in this region 
of country-yet we encountered many of the most beautiflll and fertile 
places I have ever seen. 
About eight (8) miles further towards the northwest we crossed the Tip-
1('nah or Potato river, ~o called from the vast quantities of the wild potato 
ronnd on its banks. It is about forty yards wide and about two and a 
half (2~) feet deep. We crossed it, of course, in the open prairie, the tim-
ber along its banks being plainly visible on both sides of us. 
Elbow lake is about nine (9) miles further towards the northwest, and 
was so named by us from its peculiar shape. It differs in no respect from 
the other lakes I have mentioned. Rabbit river is distant about four miles 
(rom Elbow 1ake, and is the last tribntary of the St. Peter's which inter-
sects the route we were pmsuing. The dividing ridge between the waters 
of tbe St. Pett:r's and those of th~ Red river of the North is about twenty 
miles iu width where we crossed it, is high and rolling prairie, and no 
woods visible from the road. This strip is by far the most unproductive 
portion of the country we had seen. 
We had thus passed entirely across the region comprised in the second 
general division I have made in a previous part of this report, and were 
about to deseend into the plains of the Red river of the North. Our first 
point of crossing the Red river is distant from the Sank rapids one hundred 
and fi.rty ( L40) mites, although I am of opinion a direct road could be made 
to theMississippi near the month of Crow-Wing river which should not 
exceed one hundred (100) miles in length. A point about ten (10) miles 
lower down on the Red river, I consider the head of its navigation. 
rrhe portion of country which is least fertile in this whole extent of ter-
ritory lies along the Red river on both sides, commencing at a point a 
short distance above the head of its navigation and extending about 
twenty five miles to the northeast, and the same distance to the northw8st. 
Tfiroughout this whole tlistance, the Red river coming from the northeast 
runs through the open prairie, gradually changing its character from the 
clear, bold, mountain stream, filled with rapids, to the muddy and almost 
.sluggish appearance it assumes after its descent iuto the vast alluvial val-
ley which it waters. 
The most important tributaries of the Mississippi which are contained 
in the region of country we had thus traversed, are the Crow, the Sauk, 
the \Vataub river~, and the Long Prairie river, which is tributary to the 
Crow- Wing. The principal streams emptying into the St. Peter's are the 
Chippewa and Tipsenah. 
The immense number of smaller tributaries to the St. Peter's and Mis-
sissippi, and the countless streams and lakes forming these tributaries 
and those of the Red river of the North, prest:!nt a perfect net-work of 
water communication which affords every facility desirable to the farmer, 
and with little labor would. furnish to the manufacturer a water-power 
almost inexhaustible. 
It may be as well here to state the ad vantages to be given to this sec 
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tion of country by the railroads, to aid in the construction of which I 
have recommended grants of land: and first, the route from the head of 
navigation of the Red river to some point near the mouth of Crow-Wing 
river. The whole of the fertile region bordering on the Red :river and 
Ottertail lake, and the valley of the Crow-Wing itsElf, embracing the 
country between Ottertail lake and the Mississippi to the east, will neces-
sarily have their outlets through the Crow-Wing river. A point, there-
fore, near its mouth vvould be the depot for all the produce and manufac-
tures of its valley, at which the steamboat navigation of the Mississippi 
could be used. The mouth of Crow- Wing river is not only an important 
point in reference to tile productions of its own valley, but it is in a direct 
line from the head of navigation of the Red :river of the North to the 
western extremity of Lake Superim. The line of grants, therefore, for 
a railroad from the head of navigation of the Red river to the month 0f 
Crow-Wing river, would be prolonged nearly in a straight line to the 
Fond du-Lac, and would be the shortest line from the head of navigation 
of Red river to Lake Superior. 
It can, therefore, be ea~ily seen that this road win discharge to the east 
not only the productions of the valley of the Mississippi above 7 of the 
Crow-vYing, and of the upper Red river, but of the whole wheat region 
of the lower Red river, and of the valley of the Mississippi above the 
Sauk rapids. The consequent importance of the mouth of Crow-Wing 
river is therefore plain. I regard it as not at all more difficult to deliver 
the produce of this whole conntry at the western extremity of Lake Su-
perior, than it is to deliver the produce of the interior of Wisconsin or 
Illinois at any point on Lake Michigan. The distance from Buffalo, 
1\ew York, to Chicago, is little less than to Fond-du Lac, and in open 
steamboat navigation would be of little consequenee. 
This line of railroad, t~1erefore, to connect the head of navigation of 
the Red Jiver of the North with Lake Superior, could be easily built by 
the appropriation of the alternate grants of land, and would enable Min-
nesota to eompete in the eastern markets with Illinois and Wisconsin. 
'rhe second route from the head of navigation of the Red river to the 
head of navigation of the St. Peter's would open the valleys of the Red 
river and St Peter's to the Mississippi, below the falls of S~ Anthony, 
and would bring both of these valleys quite as near to the southern market 
as the interior of Iowa, Wisconsin, or Illinois.-
Theexact directions of these Jines of road I am of course unable to give,. 
but a reference to the acc.ompanying map will exhibit their general course, 
and I hope their great usefulness. 
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CHAPTER VI.-( From July 11 to JluO"ust 1.) 
Valley of Red river.-=.Heavy tirnher.-Arrival at spur of ridge.-
Oountry in elbow of Red r-iver.-Leaj mounta.in.-Peculiarity of Red river 
and its tributaries.- TVild Rice river.-Shayenne.-.Maple.-Rush.-
"Sioux Wood 1iver.-Connexion between valleys ~f fled river and St. 
Peter's.- Valley of Shuyenne.-Mr. Nicollet.-Country alon~ spur of 
ridge.-Goose river.- JiJ 'ild flax.- Turtle ·ri,er.-Salt lakes.-Big and 
Little Salt 1·ivers.-Park river.-Poplar island.-1-/eavy timber towards 
the west.- Tongue river.-Perrnbina river and settlement.- Valley of 
Red river.- Vegetables.-l?low·.-Corn.-Buj/alo, .b'lk, o/c., ~·c.-Furs, 
4·c., o/c. 
We crossed the Red river of the North near the point where it com-
mences to make a long stretch to the southwest to receive the waters of 
the Sioux Wood river, before it takes up the northern direr..tion, which it 
maintains, with little variation, to its entrance into Lake Winnepeg. At 
our first point of crossing, the river was about sixty yards wide, and about 
three feet deep; but where we crossed the second time, below the mouth 
of Sioux Wood river, it had become hroader and deeper. About three 
miles below the second crossing, and fifteen (15) miies below the mouth 
of the Sioux vVood river, the continuous heavy timber which character-
izes the banks of tl~e Red river commences and continues without in-
terruption as far north, at least, as our northern frontier. We spent the 
13th and 14th of July at a poiftt on Red river three miles below the sec-
ond crossi:Jg, and on the 15th marched for the Shayenne, where we en-
camped the same night. We spent one day at that stream ferrying our 
baggage and stores, and part of another day awaiting the return of a party 
which had been sent out to recover a number of our horses which had 
stampeded the day previous. On the evening of the 17th we reached 
Maple river, aud spent the whole ofthenextday in ferrying. On the 19th 
we reached Rush river, and again spent a day in cro~sing. On the 21st 
we encamped upon the open prairie, near a small tributary of Elm river, 
and within two or three miles of a spur of the dividing ridge of the waters 
of Red river and the Sbayerme. 
The country embraced in the elbow made by the Red river, between 
the points of crossing, is about twenty miles in length from east to west, 
and about fifteen in width; is very low and fiat, and during periods of 
continuous heavy rains is covered to the depth of an inch or two with 
standing water. When the country shall have become settled, and the. 
earth and diteh fence constructed, with some little view to drainage, this 
difficulty will be entirely obviated. In passing over the low and flat 
country in this elbow, we cnuld see to our right and rear what appeared 
to be a continuous range of lofty hills, but which was merely the descent 
towards the north of the dividing ridge of the waters of the Red river, 
Mississippi, aud St. Peter's, which we had crossed higher up several days 
previous. On account of its mountainous appearance as seen from the 
low country along the Red river, it has been called by the half breeds 
"La Montagne de la ferrille," or Leaf mountain. It is heavily timbered 
as far as the eye can reach. 
After crossing the Red river the second time, the prairie becomes much 
higher, and the valleys of the Wild Rice and Shayenne are as fertile as 
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any in the country. 1he peculiarity of the Red river and its tribu~ 
taries is, that they run through a perfectly level country, and you are 
only admonished that you are approaching a river by the heavy timber on 
its banks. They have rather the appearance of canal.s than of rivers, and 
when I ~peak of their valleys, I only refer to the conn try between them. 
The Wild Rice river is so named from the immense quantity of wild rice 
found along its shores, and, where we crossed it, is about twenty yards 
wide, and two and a half feet deep. The fires upon the prairies have 
prev·)nted, to some extent, the abundant growth of timber natural to the 
banks of this stream, but its position and course is visible as far as the eye 
can reach, by the fringe of heavy timber along its shores. The prairie 
country embraced between the second crossing of the Red river and 
the Hush river is high, level, and astonishingly fertile; and although some 
portions of it, from the imperfect natural drainage, are wet during periods 
of continuous rains, an easy method of obviating it is presented by the 
mode of fencing I have proposed. 
From the second crossing of Red river to the crossing of Wild Rice 
river the distance is ten (lU) miles, to the Shayenne eleven (11) miles 
further, to Maple river sixteen (16) miles further, and to Rush river 
eightern miles-making the whole distance fifty-five (5n) miles. The 
Wild Rice, Maple, Shayenne, and Rush rivers are fairly timbered on both 
banks, and the Red river of the North has the largest growth of oak and 
elm I ever saw. The railroad route I have previously mentioned, from 
the head of navigation of the Red river to the head of navigatinn of the 
Jacques river, lies along the level alluvial prairie, between the Wild Rice 
and Sioux Wood rivf:rs. 
The Sioux Wood river is, in some respects, the most important of the 
streams I have mentioned, from its peculiar position with referenee to the 
valleys of the Red river and the St. Peter's. It has its source in Lake 
Travers, which, at its southeastern extremitv, approaches within one mile 
of Big Stone lake, on the St. Peter's. 'rhe Sioux ·wood river is about 
twenty-five miles in length from Lake Travers to its mouth, which I con-
sider to be about the head of navigation of Red river. The SioHx Wood 
is navigable for small boats to the southeastern extremity of Lake Travers, 
and a water communication is thus nearly established between the valleys 
of the St. Peter's and Red river. It is by this route that the voyages in 
canoes are made, from our frontier settlements at Pembina, to the month of 
the St. Peter's. By fiu the largest stream in this section of country is 
the Shayenne river, which, rising near the southwestern extremity of 
Devil lake, in latitude-- north, has a southeastern direction ahout three 
hundred mile.s to a point near the head of the St. Peter's, where it makes an 
abrupt turn to the north to empty its waters into the Red river of the 
North. It is crossed by the route we pursued, about fifty (50) miles from 
its mouth, and is about sixty yards wide, and, where we crossed, about 
fourteen feet deep. 'rhe upper valley of this river was visited by Mr. 
Nicollet, who is enthusiastic in his description of it. 1t can, no doubt, 
be navigated by barges one hundred and fifty miles above its mouth~ 
Maple and Rush rivers are its tributaries, and, after joining each other, 
empty into the Shayenne about twenty-five (25) miles above its mouth 
The high water in these rivers compelled us to depart greatly from the 
Red river, and we had thus approached very near the dividing ndge be-
tween the Red river and Upper Shayenne •. 
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The whole region between the Shayenne and Sioux Wood rivers, and 
particularly that portion along the Red river of the North, is the most re-
markable country I have ever seen for its singular uniformity of surface, 
the wonderful fertility of its soil, its peculiar fitness for the production of 
all kinds of grain, and the great healthiness of its climate. 
The whole valley of the Red river is of the same character, intersected, 
at almost equal distances, by its numerous tributaries, the remainder of 
which we were compelled to cross higher up on the ridge which coutains 
their sources, to avoid the time and labor neeessary to ferry them lower 
down. As a couutry peculiarly adapted to the construction of canals, it is 
perhaps unrivalled-presenting no obstades of unevenness of surface or 
formation of ground, and, but for the coldness of its climate, it could be 
made a most delightful region. It is covered in the summer with the 
most luxuriant growth of prairie grass, and all the varieties of wild flower; 
and, even uninhabited as it is, it presents the appearance of a vast culti-
vated garden. -
On tbe morning of July 22d we ascended, at about two miles distance 
from our camp, the ridge I have mentioned, and encamped that night up· 
on the most southerly tributary of the Goose river. The next morning 
appeared the first buffalo we had seen, and we were glad to lay in a sup-
ply of fresh provisions, of which we were much in need. On the same 
morning we reacbed a small salt lake, and determined to devote the re-
mainder of the day in preparing and drying the meat of the bnffalo killed 
that day. The next day we encamped upon the main branch of Goose 
river, and on the succeeding day we reached Turtle river. On the morn-
ing of the 26th of July we marched for Big Salt river, where we enr.amp-
ed late in the day. On the 27th we encamped near a long lake, and on 
the 28th reached the southwestern edge of the Poplar islands. Two days 
more brought us to the settlements along our northern frontier, aud we 
encamped at Pembina on the 1st o1 August, having consumed fifty-seven 
days in accomplishing a distance of four hundred and ninety-seven miles-
something le:-s than eight miles per day. 
The country embraced in this subdtvision ought properly to have been 
divided into two portions, viz: the high, rolling country, about ninety-five 
(95) miles in width, along the spur of the ridge; and · the low country, 
about fifty-five (55) miles in width, between the northeastern slope of the 
spur and the mouth of Pembina river. In the first portion the country is 
one hundt~d and fifty (150) or two hundred (200) feet above the level of 
the valley of the Red river; the streams crossed upon it are 11arrow, and 
an~ not generally heavily timbered, and chains of salt lakes intersect the 
ridge in various directions. 
From the point at which we ascended the ridge we passed over a high 
a_nd rolling country (all prairie) to the most southerly tributary of Goo~e 
nver, nineteen (19) miles distant. Between this branch and the m~m 
stream, distant eighteen (18) miles, there is a rich, level valley, wh~ch 
contains great quantities of the wild flax. The chain of salt lakes wh1ch 
intersects this valley extends fifty or sixty miles to the west, towards the 
Shayenne and the sources of the Big and Little Salt rivers. 'rhe beds 
and shores of these lakes are composed either of dark-coloreu sand or 
gravel, and the water contained in them is quite clear aud salt. 'rhere were 
no deposites; or incrustations of salt to be found on their banks. This pecu-
liar feature is so common to the whole region of country west of the valley 
of Red river, and on the Upper Shayenne, that Mr. Nicollet, in the report of 
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his expedition along the dividing ridge between the waters of the Red 
river and Missouri, calls it the "salt-water region." Almost all the 
streams flowing into the Red river from this . ridge receive the waters of 
the salt lakes, and in dry seasons are slightly saline in the vicinity of the 
lakes. Salt lakes are also found along the valley of the Red river and 
near that stream, though not nearly so numerous. 
After leaving Goose river, our route was along the eastern slope of the 
ridge to Turtle river, distant from Goose river twenty-one (21) miles. 
Neither of these rivers is more than two and a half (2-~) feet deep where 
we crossed, the Goose river being much the most abundantly supplied 
with timber. The country between Turtle river and Long lake, seven-
teen and a half (17l) miles, is in all respects the same, and is intersected 
by many streams, some of which are fringed with timber. The most 
important are Big and Little Salt rivers, the one distant by the road twenty 
(20,) the other twenty seven (27) miles from Turtle river. At Long lake 
we commenced again to descend into the lower valley of the Red river, 
and the timber, principally oak, became much more abundant than at 
any other point of the valley we had yet seen. 
We crossed in succession, and within a few miles of each other, Little 
Hill river, Clear Water river, Steep Hill river, Hartshorn river, and, about 
seven miles distant from the last-named stream, we encamped on Mud 
river, which traverses the western edge of the Poplar islands. All the 
above-named rivers join each other in the valley of the Red river, and 
form a considerable stream called Park river, which empties into the Red 
river of the North, about thirty miles from our northern frontier. 
They are most abundantly timbered, and to the northwest extends a 
heavy and continuous mass of hard-wood timber, which I was informed 
by the guides extended back, without prairie, about thirty (30) miles, to 
Pembina moimtain. 
The "Poplar islands" are detached groves of poplar, scattered con-
fusedly over a country covered with a growth of dwarf bu')hes, and when 
we passed was quite swampy. The trees composing what are called the 
islands are small, and hardly serviceable even for firewood. ri'his pecu· 
liar formation is about seven (7) miles across from southeast to northwest, 
and about ten miles in length. 
After leaving the Poplar islands we passed over a low; alluvial prairie, 
twelve (12) miles, to the Tongue river, a tributary of the Pembina river, 
the woods of ·which became perceptible as soon as we had emwged from 
the islands. Of all the streams I have noticed as contrihuting to form the 
Park river, by far the largest and most :;;;inuous is the Mud river, which is 
twenty yards wide, and three feet deep. 
From the point at which. we struck the Tongue rivet, w~ followed it 
down nearly to its junetion with the Pembina. It is a small stream, 
fifteen yards wide, and four or five feet deep where we crossed, and has 
taken its name from a peculiar fork of the river at a place called Berchi-
neau Point, ten miles distant from the mouth of Pembina river. At the 
mouth of the Pembina river, and on its left bank, two miles south of' the 
northern frontier of the Onited States, is situated the settlement of half-
breeds known as the "Pembina settlement," and which constitutes the 
only population, other than Indian, between the Mississippi and the 
British possessions. · 
We had thus accomplished the march from Sauk rapids, on the Missis-
sippi, to the northern boundary of the United States, a distance of four 
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'hundred and t\venty ( 420) mih~s, and bad traversed a country which, for 
fertility and beauty, had far exceeded the expectations of all. 
'rhis vast valley of the Red river, extending three hundred miles from 
nortl1 to south, and about fifty miles to the west of the river, is among the 
most fertile tracts of country I have ever seen. From its very level char-
aeter and great pro(i uctiveness it is peculiarly adapted to the cultivation 
of wheat, oats, barley, &c. Vegetables are produced most abundantly, 
and the potato attains a size and flavor rarely met with further south. 
Considerable quantities of wheat and barley are raised north of our fron-
tier, and the flour whieh is made at the Selkirk settlement, at the mouth 
of the Assiniboin river, is exceedingly good. 
It is said by those who have passed some years of their Jives in this 
part of the conn try that the small corn can be raised successfully, but 
I am much inclined to believe that corn would be among the least valua-
ble of the productions of the valley of the Red river. Buffalo range in 
immense herds between the Pembina and Shaycnne rivers, are found in 
great numbers, winter and sumrner, along the Red river, and are fre-
quently killed in the immediate vicinity of the settlements at Pembina. 
'rhe elk, the antelope, the moose, and all possible varieties of wild fowl, 
are fouud in great abundance, and afford an easy means for the support 
of the Indians. The furs which are found in this valley are the beaver, 
marten, otter, fisher, bear, elk, minx, muskrat, lynx, buffalo, wolverine, red 
and silver gray fox, &c., &c. 
The climate is far more healthy than that of the wheat regions of Iowa 
and Illinois, and the numerous and availabl~ communications by water, 
which exist in the most profuse abundance, would give to those cultiva-
ting the soil any easy outlet for all their surplus produce. 
As a grazing cquntry it is remarkably fiue, as may easily be understood 
from the faet that the expedition of the past summer made a march of 
nearly a thousand miles with heavy wagons over a country without 
roads, and heavy from continued rains, and the wagon horses subsisted 
during the whole period upon the prairie grass. 
The coldness of the climate will be no great objection to that class of 
persons emigrating to Minnesota irom New England, and 1 can scarcely 
doubt that in process of time the valley of the Red river will become a 
most valuable part of the United States. 
CHAPTER VII.-( From .Jlugust 1 to .Bugust 26.) 
Settlements at Pembina.-Englishjm·ts.-PoZ.icy of Hudson's Bay Com-
pany.-Paper currency .-Line ol posts to Oregon aloug boundary of 
the United States - OutTages of the troops and agents of the En{{lish 
trading companies.-.iVeglect of the United States goven~ment.-Pto­
posed remr:dies .-~Ports. -History '11 SeLkirk colony.- Character of the 
halfbreeds.-Habits.-Buffalo ltunts.-Pemmican.-Petition of ltalf-
bteeds.-Pembina river and mountain.-Rev. Mr. Belcourt.-March 
of dragoons for Fort Snelliug, o/c., o/c. 
Our settlements in this country consist at present of eight or ten houses 
or the half-breed French, the tradiug-house of Mr. Kittson, and the 
' 
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house of the Catholic priest; the great body of the half breeds still living 
in lodges, from the uncertain tenure by which they hold their lands and 
the en lire want of protection and encouragement exhibited by our govern-
ment. The set!lements under the dominion of the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany begin at our northern boundary line, two miles north of the mouth 
of the Pembina river, and extend along both banks of the Red river of 
the North to its entrance into Lake ·winnepeg, one hundred and twenty 
(120) miles further north. 'I.., here are two military posts in this distance; 
one at the mouth of the Assiniboin river, sixty miles north of our frontier, 
called Fort Garry; and the other, called Fort Douglass, fifty (50) miles 
further north. 
The whole population within the territory of the United States amounts 
to about one thousand (1,000) French half-breeds, and in the possessions 
of the Hudson's Bay Company to about seven thousand (7,000) English, 
French, and Scotch halfbreeds. 
'rhe English company has maintained in the forts I have mentioned a 
military force of several hundred men, but within a few years they- have 
been withdrawn, and their places supplied by invalid pensioners, amount-
ing to about one hundred (100) men. 'fhe policy of the Hudson's Bay 
Company has been to keep these people in a deplorable state of ignorance 
as to the value of their lands and of the goods furnished them, in order to 
make use, as far as possible, of the services of the adventurous hunters and 
trappers among them. A paper currency has been established among them 
which, from its peculiar eharacter, would be considered as savoring rather 
too much of fraud by the laws of the United States. The notes are worth 
from one shilling to a number of pounds, and are payable on demand at 
the York factory on Hudson's bay, (800 miles from the settlements on 
the Red river,) in a bill of exchange payable sixty days, after sight at the 
Hudson's Bay Company's house in London. It is quite certain, from the 
charaeter and habits of the people among whom these notes have been 
issued, that many of them will be lost, and that no necesstty exists for 
redeeming any one of them, as it is always in the power of the agents of 
the company to break up the settlements in the country, with the whole 
of this paper curreney in eireulation, and without the fear that the people 
among whom they have issued it w1ll ev.er be able to present the notes for 
liquidation in London. It is quite impossible to say what amount of this 
spurious currency bas been issued; and it is a deplorable proof of the 
ignorance in which the half-breeds have been kept, that they prefer these 
notes to the gold and silver coin of the United States, which was offered 
them in payment of our purchases. The sole traffic of the Hudson's Bay 
Company in this region has been in the furs and peltries obtained by the 
employed hunters and trappers, and their value for the years 1847, 1848, 
and 184.9 has been abont $400,000 for eaeh year. This vast amount of 
peltries has, to a great extent, been withdrawn from the territory of the 
United States, and it is quite impossible to say what amount bas been 
paid for them to the hunters and trappers, as there can be no other than 
an arbitrary price for the goods exchanged for them. It is quite certain 
that, by affording proper facilities of commu nieation between the Mi::;sis-
sippi and Red river of the North, and by givil.lg protectiou to those residing 
within our borders, goods and supplies can be thrown into the country 
cheaper, aud three months earlier, than by Hudson's bay. For the purpose 
of insuring a successful traffic, the poliey of the Euglish company has been, 
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of course, to oppose anything like permanent settlement and cultivation of 
the soil, since the greater the dependence of the half-breeds for means of 
subsistence, the greater the amount of the fur trade and its consequent 
profits. 
Not content with their influence along the Red river of the North, the 
company has established a chain of trading posts along our northern fron-
tier to connect with their settlements in Oregon. Every year uumerous 
carts pass along these posts into Oregon through two passes in the Rocky 
mouutains, which are said to be very easy of access, and within the bound-
aries of the United ~hates. The half-breeds wh0 have accompanied these 
expeditions to the Columbia represent the whole country along the north-
ern frontier of Minnesota to be exceedingly fertile, and the vegetation rapid 
and luxuriant. 'They have described to me the rich and beautiful valleys 
of several rivers flowing to the north across our houndary, but in terms 
which appeared to me so extravagant and romanti(.j, that I have hesitated 
to state auything upon the subject in this report. The total want of inter-
est manifested by the government of the United States in the settlements 
along the Red river of the North, and the presence and constant influence 
of English troops a11d English traders, have convinced the people that it 
is far better to submit to th.e utmost exactions and most lawless conduct 
of the Hudson's Bay Company, than, by opposing them, to be deprived of 
those articles of co11 veuience and comfort which have now become neces-
sary to them. 
'rhe presence of a single American trader has done much to improve 
this condition of things; yet, unprotected and unsupported as he finds him-
self by the authorities of his government, it is quite improbable that he 
can long maintain, with success, an opposition to a body so powerful as 
the Hudson's Bay Company. 
Mr. Kittson, the American trader at Pembina, though an intelligent and 
energetic man, and well disposed to maintain the honor of his country 
and the rights of her citizens, is ne\·ertheless forced, by the strange neglect 
of his government, to witness the alienation of a large body of people from 
the authority of the United States, and the constant and barefaced acts of 
injustice and oppression which are daily perpetrated by the Hudson's Bay 
Company. 'I, he encroachments of the English 'I.! ron American territory, 
the withdrawal of large amounts of property belonging to the United States, 
and the constant and shameless insults to our national honor by the arbi-
trary acts of the agents and soldiers of the Hudson's Bay Company within 
the Territory of Minnesota, would, I think, produce sufficient reasons to 
attract the immediate notice of our government. · The American traders 
are not only forced to submit to the constant insults of the authorities of 
the Hudson's Bay Company, but they labor under the almost insuperable 
disadvantage of being compelled to observe the strict laws of the United 
States iu reference to the introduction of spirituous Iiquori among the In-
dians, while the English traders flood the whole country under their very 
eyes with this all -powerful weapon. They are themselves compelled to 
observe a law which a foreigner can violate with impunity. That the 
United States will consent, by the mere;:,t neglect, to have withdrawn from 
their authority and influence a population of seven thousand (7 ,000) hardy 
and industrions people, who are only awaiting the slightest encouragement 
to settle and devel6p the rich resources of this portion of Minnesota, is no 
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less deplorable than true, and is only to be accounted for by the belief that 
this melancholy state of affairs has never been properly represented. 
1.-,he course now neeessary is the immediate establishment of a military 
post at or in the vieinity of the settlement at Pembina, which shall mani-
festly exhibit the intention of the government of the United States to en-
courage the enterprise and industry of the people, protect them against 
lawless aggressions, and redeem the honor of the country from the slights 
now daily lavished upon it. Such a course would accumulate at some 
point along the Red river of the North a settlement of seven thousand 
(7,000) or eight thousand (8,000) persons, who could be favorably com-
pared in their enterprise, industry, and law-abiding character with any 
people on earth. 
I do not suggest the proper location fi,r this military post, since the conn try 
in the vicinity of Pembina was not carefully examined; but it is quite 
certain that it should be placed near the Red river of the North, in order 
that it may easily communicate by water with, and be supplied for some 
time at least from, the post I have recommended near the mouth of the 
Sioux ·wood river. 
It would also be most desirable that the territorial authorities of Mm-
nesota should establish among the half-breeds of Pembina courts of justice, 
and locate among them official persons, who should encourage the habits 
of life and forms of law of the people of the United States, and who 
should promote by all means in their power a constant association with 
the Americans along the Mississippi. The location of these two military 
posts, and the construction of good roads to connect the .Red river of the 
North with the Mississippi, are therefore matters which should engage the 
early and serious attention of the government. 
'The settlements along the Reel rJver of the North were made about the 
year 1812, by a colony of Scotch, English, and Canadian French, who 
were located upon a grant of land by the Hudson's Bay Company to Lord 
Selkirk, extending along both sides of the Reel river to about the parallel 
of 47° north latitude. It was supposed at the time that the grant was 
contained in the possessions of the English, and the settlements were 
therefore made near the mouth of Red Lake river, or what is now 
called" La Grande Fourche," or the'' great fork of Reel river." 
Large numbers of Indians being soon attracted to the settlement by the 
presence of so many strange people and the display of so many tempting 
articles for traffic, and many of the colony being at once induced to take to 
themselves Indian wives, in a few years the half.breeds who resulted 
from these connexions amounted to several thousands. It was not until 
about the year 1820 that it was ascertained that these settlements had been 
made within the territories of the United States; and, as it became neces-
sary for the traders who had settled among the people, and who belonged to 
the English trading companies, to remove their stores to somp, point within 
the British possessions, they forced all the people, who had by thi.s time 
become dependant upon them for their goods and supplies, to break up 
their settlements and n~move to points lower down on the Red river. 
1..,hey now extend along .both banks of the river from the northern frontier 
of the United States to the entrance of the river into Lake Winnepeg, in 
latitude 51° north. In the difficulties which occurred between the Hud-
son's Bay and Northwest companies the half-breeds took an active part, 
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and many of them were killed and wounded in the numerous encounters 
between the agents of the companies. 
Since the junction of the two companies they have lived altogether in 
the EnfSlish possessions, and are completely under the control of the Hud-
son's Bay Company. They have no acknowledged head, and are subject 
to no control beyond the influence of the English company, and are proud 
of calling themselves "Les ~ens libres," or "free people." By far the 
greater number of them are French, and they speak indifferently the lan-
guage of their male or female ancestors. Their costume and manners 
are closely assimilated to those of the English traders, and they have no 
appearance whatever of the Indian, but more closely resemble their male 
aneestors. I speak from the experience acquired in the constant daily 
association with twelve of the ~~rench half-breeds who accompanied me in 
my long canoe expedition from Pembina to Fort Snelling, when I say that 
a more industrious and intelligent, subordinate, and law-abiding people I 
have never seen. Their active habits of life, and the constant hardships 
to wbich they are exposed in their hunting, trapping, and voyaging ex-
peditions, have given an air of reckless and confident daring to every 
action, which is strangely fascinating. 
rrhey subsist almost entirely npont he dried buffalo meat, which is pro-
cured and prepared for use during their hunts in the autumn and sum-
mer. About the lOth of June the half-breeds of the Selkirk settlements 
join those of Pembina, and having selected some persons to manage their 
marches and the affairs of their internal police, they set out upon their 
hunt for the buffalo, which are only found within the territory of the 
United States. They observe with great regard and unwavering fidelity 
any agreement~ as to governmeiJt which were made before starting, and 
are entirely submissive to the authority of those whom they have selected 
as leaders until the return of the expeditions, when everything like con-
trol is at once abandoned. 
The greater portion of them own fine horses upon which to pursue the 
chase, and those who have none are provided for by permitting them to 
follow on foot the bunters, and, by assisting to cut up and prepare for use 
the slaughtered buffalo, to share the profits of the hunt. Some six or 
eight hundred of the small French carts, usually drawn by one ox or 
horse in the shafts, and capable of carrying eigltt hundred or one thousand 
pounds, are taken out by the hunters, and are loaded with their yearly 
supplies of provisions. ,.-rhe women and children always accompany the 
expeditions-the women being principally charged with the preparation 
of the dried buffalo meat and the manufacture of the "pemmican." This 
nutritious compound is made by cutting up and beating very fine the 
dried meat, packing it into bags made of buffalo skin with the hair out-
side, and pouring into it the melted tallow or marrow. Each of these 
bags, when filled, weighs about eighty pounds, and, as soon as the mar-
row or tallow becomes cold, is a solid mass of the richest and most nu-
tritious character, and is of such consistency as to require the use of an 
axe to cut it up. It is either eaten as it is taken out of the hags, or is 
cooked with the admixture of a little flour. It is very palatable, and, 
from its exceeding richness, but little is required to satisf-w the appetite. 
rrhe half-breeds make all their long voyages and lakerious expeditions 
with this sole article of food; and they can march further, and with far 
less of baggage and supplies, than any people I have ever seen. They 
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are brave and hardy, fine horsemen, and skilful marksmen, and would 
make the finest ~:;oldiers in the world. I suppose one thousand (1 :000) 
men could be got together within five or six days by government officers 
for any military purpose whatsoever. Opposed as is our northern frontier 
of Minnesota to the English possessions and to the soldiers and agents of 
the English trading companies, a body of hardy and gallant men like 
these wonld, in the event of any difficulty of a national or local character, 
be most useful in sustaining the official persons of the government who 
should be charged with administering the laws over that p0rtion of the 
country. An erlort was made to establish among them (what they greatly 
desired) some legal head who should be sustnined by the government of 
the United States; but, as I heard great complaints upon the subject of 
the arrangements which had been made, and as the whole party which 
accompanied me from Pembina made a remonstrance to Governor Ram-
sey, I presume they were mnch dissatisfied. 
'rhe petition made by them to the governor of Minnesota embraces, I 
believR, all their subjects of complaint, and all their wishes in relation to 
the solicited action of the government. They complain, awl very justly, 
that the English traders and their agents are permitted to invnde with 
impunity the territory of the United ~Hates in large numbers t0 carry off 
their supplies of provisions, to hunt and trap for the English companies 
within our borders, and, by the illegal use of ardent spirits, to produce 
bad feeling among the Indians towards American citizens, and to destroy 
almost entirely all the business and all the traffic of American traders. 
They further complain that, although the English companies make free 
use of the territories of the United States, the settlers of Pembina are not 
permitted to trade or hunt upon the English possessions, and that the troops 
at the English forts will for such offences, or any other, invade the ter -
ritory of the United States, and carry off American citizens to Fort Garry 
for trial and punishment. They petition Congress to adopt some means 
of redress for Sl!leh outrage and injustice; and as some speedy action will, 
I suppose, be tal\en upon the subject, I would respectfully suggest the 
propriety of establishing at once the two military posts I have recom-
mended, to be garrisoned by forces now stationed at Fort Snelling. 
The Pembina river has its source in the British possessions, about one 
hundred miles west of Pembina, and, intersecting the boundary line be-
tween the English and American territorit>s, about thirty (30) miles from 
the Red river of the North, it runs nearly parallel tv the frontier to its 
confluence with the Red river. It is about thirty yards wide and three or 
four feet deep; is heavily timbered on both banks with oak, elm, ash, &c., 
&c., a1ld abounds with a berry much resembling the wild currant, and 
which is called the Pembina berry. The strip of land between the river 
and the boundary line is low alluvial prairie, which, fr0m its imperfect 
drainage and tbe incessant rains which had been falling for some weeks 
previous, was quite wet and soft duriug our stay at the settlement. 
The Pembina mountain, as it is cal.led by the half-breeds, is the north-
ern terminus of the dividing ridge between the Red river and the Upper 
Shayenne. Its geological formation I do not know, as I was not able to 
visit it before nrr departure from the settlement. It is said to contain sil-
ver ore in grains; but as no specimens could be obtained, I judge the 
whole story to have been fabulous. 
A good road along the left bank of the Red river connects the settlement 
' 
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:at Pembina with the English forts, and is in constant use for the daily 
intercourse of the inhabitants. Large quantities of wheat and barley are 
.raised by he people of the English colony, and potatoes and many other 
'Vegetables are of easy cultivation . Instead of using the \rater-power so 
abundantly supplied by nature, the wind is altogether depended upon to 
work their grist-mills, saw-mills being nnlmown to the people. As I have 
before stated, t e limestone is found at the falls of the Red river, a short 
distance below Fort Garry. 
The Red river at the Pembina settlement is one hundred and twenty-
five (125) yards wide and sixteen feet deep, gradually diminishing in size 
until, at its head of navigation, about five hundred miles by water above 
Pembina, it is not more than forty yards wide and four feet deep. Its 
banks are fifteen or twenty feet high, bold and steep from the water, and, 
without departing much towanls the east or \Vest, its course is extremel}r 
tortuous. The east side of the valley has been represented to be, in all 
respects, similar to the west side, as to soil and productivtness, but as pos-
sessing the decided advantage of being much more heavily timbered. 
1,he country about Red lake, about ninety (90) miles east of the Red 
river, is said to be very fine, and settlements of Indians and whites are 
scattered along its banh:s. During our long march to Pembina, we were 
much struck with the extreme len§'th of the days in the month of July. 
The twilight would last until 10 o'clock at night~ and the sun again ap-
pear above the horizon about 3 o)clock a. m. The exhibitions of the 
aurora borealis while we remained at Pembina were brilliant in the ex-
treme, brilliant rays of light shooting up suddenly from the horizon to the 
.zenith, and the whole heavens illuminated in the most vivid manner. 
Having procured the necessary supplies for their return, the dragoons 
marched for Fort Snelling on the 26th of August. I greatly regretted 
that I was unable to accept the kind invitations extended to me to visit 
the English torts, but my constant employment at Pembina, in making 
out maps and prosecuting my astronomical observations, rendered it quite· 
impossible. 
I cannot conclude this imperfect description of the Pembina settlement 
without expressing my warmest thanks to the Rev. Mr. Belcourt, the in-. 
telligent and most excellent Catholic priest who resides there, for his great 
kindness and atte11tion in furnishing me with the greater portion of the-
information concerning the half. breeds above given. This gentleman has 
done much to better the condition of these people by his setf~denying resi-
dence among them, and has greatly advanced both their moral and tem-
poral interests, by instituting among them the ceremonies of religion, en-
forcing among them, by his influence, the forms of marriage, and by en-
couraging them to the best of his ability in making permanent settlements, 
and depending for their subsistence upon the fruits of their agricultural 
labors instead of the uncertain spoils of the chase. 
Ex.-3 
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CHAPTER VIII.-( From September 1 to September 18.J 
Determination to ascend Red rivr:r.-Birch-bark canoe.-Lieutenant GarrJ, 
uer's departure from Pembina.-IVlorle of life during canoe voyage.-
Astronomical observations.-Arrival at rrnouth of Red Lake river.-
Depth of Red river.-- VVidth.-Riviere ou iWarais.-Park river.-Big 
Salt and Turtle rivers.-Remainsof Englishsettlemf1'nts.-La Grande 
Fourche.-Departure from Rod Lake river.-Arrival at mouth of Siouz 
Wood river.-Goose, Elm, Buffalo, ~~·lwyenne, and Wild Rice rivers.-
Rapid.-Heavy timber on east side of Ued river.-Depth.-Departure 
from Sioux l'Vood river.-Leaj m(Juntain.-Rapids.-Lakes.-Lake 
Gardner.-Ottertaillake.-Beautiful country, &·c., ~·c. 
Nothing new or interesting was to be seen in returning to Fort Snelling 
by the same route pursued in coming, and I regarded a thorough examina-
tion of the Red river of the North most important, not o:nly to the geog-
raphy of the country and with a view to the establishment of military 
posts, but as directly and vitally concerning the future settlement and culti-
vation of the soil of its valley. 
I determined, therefore, to separate myself from the military command 
which I had accompanied to Pembina, to ascend the Red river in canoes, 
and, by making a portage from it to some tributary of the .Mississippi, to 
reach Fort SneHing by water. 
I was well aware that the voyage would be long and uncertain, and 
that the season \Vas too far advanced, on account of our unfortunate delay f 
for any unnecessary experiment, but I deemed this exploration of sufficient 
importance to justify me in runnmg almost any risk to accornplish it. 
I procnred, through the kindness of Mr. Bellenden, the chief factor of 
the Hudson's Bay Company at Fort Garry, a birch- bark canoe thirty-three 
(33) feet in length and five and a half (5!) feet in breadth, and which, 
when empty, was easily carried by two men. Having employed eleven 
French half.breeds as voyageurs, and loaded the canoe with pemmican 
and dried Buffalo meat sufficient for thirty days, I embarked on the 
26th of August, 1849, and commem:ed the ascent of the Red river of 
the North. Lieutenant J. W. T. Gardner, of the first dragoons, volun-
teered to accompany me upon the expedition, and I am greatly indebted 
to his kind assistance for the astronomical observations for latitude and 
longitude which enabled me to fix, with considerable accuracy, the geo-
graphical positions of all the important points along the river. 
When the expedition first reached Pembina, the incessant rains for weeks 
previous had caused all the rivers to overflow their banks ; but when I em-
barked to ascend the Red river, it had subsided into its usual channel. 
As I have already given a description of the valley of Red river, 
which, although very general in its character, embodies all the informa-
tion I was able to obtain, I shall only say here that I have every reason to 
believe, from observation, that the accounts of the half breeds in reference 
to the heavy timber found on the eastern side of the valley are strictly 
true. 
It is only necessary to give a tlescription of our usual mode of procedure 
for one day of our voyage, to enable one to understand our whole life for 
the thirty-seven days consumed in reaching Fort Snelling. 
We embarked in the morning as soon as it was light enough to see dis· 
, 
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tinctly, and rowed steadily until eight and a half o'clock a.m. We then 
landed and consumed about an hour and a half in cooking and eating 
breakfast, during which time I occupied myself in taking altitudes of the 
sun with a sextant. We again landed at two and a half o'clock p. m., for 
dinner, which occupied about one hour, during which I again observed 
severaL altitudes of the sun. At sundown we encamped for the night at 
some favorable spot for the continuation of my astronomical observations. 
Every favorable night I took ten or twelve altitudes of stars both north 
and south of the zenith, and east and west of the meridian. The com-
puted results of these observations have enabled me to fix many points 
along the Red river with some accuracy. 
After six days of constant labor we reached, on the 31st of Augnst, 
1849, the mouth of Red Lake river, the largest tributary of the Red river 
of the North. 
As I have before stated, this river discharges the Red lake, which is 
distant by the river about one hundred and twenty (120) miles. 
Between Pembina and the mouth of this stream the Red river has a 
uniform depth of fifteen feet from one bank to tne other, with a soft mud-
dy bottom and no snags, sawyers, or overhanging limbs. It has a width 
of one hundred and twenty-five (125) yards between Pembina aud the 
mouth of Red Lake river. During the six days occupied in reaching the 
mouth of this stream, we passed successively the mouths of the "Two 
rivers," of" Park river," of the "Riviere au Marais" No. 1, from the 
east; "Big Salt river," the "Riviere an Marais" No. 2, from the west; 
"Turtle river," "Riviere au Marais" No. 3, from the east; and a small 
stream called the "Coulee del' Anglais," from the murder of an English 
family on its banks while the country was in the possession of the Hud-
son's Bay Company. 
Of these rivers the largest are the "Riviere au Marais" No. 1, and 
the '<Park,"'' Big Salt," and" Turtle" rivers~ 
They are about eighteen yards wide, and were about six feet in depth. 
The remains of the English settlements are stitl quite preceptible at 
the mouths of 'rurtle and Red Lake rivers, and at many intervening 
points. 
The Red Lake river was about fifty yards wide near its mouth, and 
fourteen feet deep, and has a much more rapid current than the Red river 
of the North. It ·has been often ascended in canoes to Red lake, and is 
susceptible of navigation by barges or even larger vessels. The junction 
of Red Lake river with the Red river of the North is called by the half-
breeds" La Grande Fourche," or the Great Fork. 
On the morning of September 1 we left the mouth of Red Lake river, 
and continued the ascent to the Red river, whieh diminished to a width 
of one hundred yards, and to a depth of fourteen feet. After passing the 
mouths of the numerous tributaries of the Red river from the east and 
west, (the most important of which are the Sand Hill river, the Riviere au 
Marais No. 4, Goose, \Vild Rice from the east, Elm, Buffalo, Sbayenne, 
and Wild Rice rivers,) we arrived at the mouth of the Sioux VVood river 
on the 11th of September, 1849. 'rhere is little to be said of the river or 
of the country along its banks, other than I have previously stated. A 
slight rapid occurs between the mouths of the Sand Hill and Goose 
rivers, but there were five and six feet of water upon it, and the current 
was not sufficiently rapid to retard our canoe. 
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This is the only obstruction to the navigation of Red river from our 
northern frontier to its head of navigation. 
The tributaries of the Red river from the east are far more heavily tim·· 
bered than those from the west; and as they overlap in all directions the 
wooded tributaries of the north Red river and Mississippi, it is easy to 
understand why the east side of the valley of the Red river should be 
more heavily timbered than the west side. 
We filund immense quantities of wild fowls in ascending the river, and 
so little accustomed were they to the presence of human beings, that we 
had not the slightest difliculty from onr canoes in kiHing as many as we 
could possibly use. 'rhe elk was also numerous along the wooded ban-ks 
of the river, and supplied ns with a most palatable addition to our stores 
of provisions. About ten miles below the mouth of the Sioux Wood 
river commences the heavy timber of the lower Red river. A strip of 
open prairie about thirty miles in length from northwest to southeast, and 
probably half that width, extends from a point ten miles north of the Sioux 
Wood river, to a point about twenty miles east. 'rhe land route we pur-
sued lies across this strip, which is IJy far the most indifferent land in the 
country. I ascended the Sjoux Wood river about one mile, and found a 
uniform width of thirty yards, and depth of three feet. 
'rhe remains of many encampments of the Sioux Indians were foun.d 
at and in the vicinity of the month of this stream. From Pembina t<> 
the mouth of Sioux ·wood river tbe distance is about 417 miles, and in 
the whole of this distance the river is navigable for vessels of a draught 
not exceeding three feet, and for at least four months of the year. 
From Pembina to Red Lake river the depth is fifteen feet, without shoat 
or impediment. From Red Lake river to Goose river the depth is thirteen 
feet, with a slight rapid near the mouth of Sand Hill river, having a depth 
of water over it of five and a half and six feet. From mouth of Goose 
river to mouth of Shayenne, eleven feet; from mouth of Shayenne to 
mouth of Wild Rice river from the west, nine feet; from month of Wild 
Rice river to mouth of Sioux Wood river, eight, six, and four feet. 
The banks are steep, in some plac.es faHing, and with no rock visible .. 
The slight rapid near the Sand Hill river is occasioned by loose boulders 
in the bed of the river, which could be removed at little or no expense ~ 
The current of the Red river below the mouth of the Sioux Wood river 
is about two and a half miles per hour. Above the mouth of Sioux 
Wood river it begins to change its character, from a muddy, sluggish 
stream, to the clear, bold appearance it presents whe:re it breaks through 
what is called the Leafmountain. 
On the 12th of September we left the mouth of the Sioux Wood river 
with the expectation of reaching within four days the Ottertail lake. 
Above the mouth of the Sioux Wood the Red river takes the name of 
Ottertail Lake river, and, with a constant depth of water of four feet, be-
comes much more tortuous in its course. As we approached the western 
and northwestern slope of the Leaf mountain, at the point where the river 
debouches from it into the level plains to the north, the current becomes 
sensibly more rapid and the water clearer, until at about fifteen miles east 
of the crossing of the land route we found it necessary to use the cm·delle .. 
The banks become also much higher, with a tract of level, swampy land 
three-fourths of a mile in width between them, the river running from side 
to side through the swamp in the most serpentine manner. Small islands 
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~egin to be numerous, and the steep banks are perforated in a thousand 
places with clear, cold springs. The woods along the banl{s become also 
much larger and more dense, oak being the more common tree. At about 
thirty miles above the mouth of the Sioux Wood river the rapids commence, 
and are almost continuous to Ottertail lake. • 
There are two and a half and three feet of water over them, and in the 
intervening pools of still-water about three and a half feet. The bed of 
the river is filled with loose boulders of all sizes, and the deep water as-
sumes an extremely crooked channel arnong them. Every hour of 
our advance towards the east increased the amount of heavy timber on 
the banks, and we began, also, to perceive at various distances on each 
side large groves of heavy timber upon the borders of numerous lakes, 
which I have described as fanning so peculiar a feature of the country 
between the Mississippi and St. Peter's. We had thus again entered the 
second general division of country I have made in a previous part of this 
report, and as we progressed towards the east the lakes became much more 
numerous, and the timber much heavier and more abundaut. From 
Ottertail lake to its -entrance into Leaf mountain the river passes through 
a number of beautiful lakes, surrounded by rolling country, heavily tim-
bered, with a depth of water of from niue (9) to twenty (20) feet; and 
filled with the most luxuriant growth of wild rice. The largest and most 
beantiful of these is Lake Gardner, which is within eight miles of Otter-
tail lake. On the 14th of September we reached the mouth of Little Peli-
can river, which at its confluence with Ottertail river is about twenty 
yards wide and about three feet deep. 
On the morning of the 17th we arrived at Ottertail lake and encamped 
near its northeastern extremity, at the remains of several small trading-
houses. Upon entering this lake from the southwest the woods to the 
northeast, although very large, are not visible, and it is by far the largest 
sheet of water we had yet seen. It is about ten miles in length from 
southwest to northeast, and four or five miles in width, filled with fi8h, 
with clear, pure water, with a depth of twenty feet, and no islands. The 
fish are white, and said to be the same known as the white fish of the 
lakes, so celebrated for their flavor. 
To the west, north west, and northeast, the whole country is heavily 
timbered with oak, elm, ash, m:::tple, birch, bass, &c., &c. Of these the 
sugar-maple is probably the most valuable, and in the vicinity of Ottertail 
lake large quantities of maple sugar are manufactured by the Indians. 
The wild rice, which exists in these lakes in the most lavish profusion, 
eonstitutes a most necessary artide of food with the [ndians, and is 
gathered in large quantities in the months of September and October. To 
the east the bauks of the lake are fringed with heavy oak and elm timber 
to the width of one mile. The whole region of country for fifty miles in 
all directions around this lake is among the most beautiful and fertile in 
the world. 
The fine scenery of Jakes and open groves of. oak timber, of winding 
streams connecting them, and beautifully rolling country on all sides, 
renders this portion of Minnesota the garden spot of the north west. It is 
impos.sible in a report of this character to describe the feelings of admira-
tion and astonishment with which we first beheld the charming country 
in the vicinity of this lake; and were I to give expression to my own feel-
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ings and opinions in reference to it, I fear they would be considered the 
ravings of a visionary or an enthusiast. 
CHAPTER lX.-(From September 17 to October 5) 
Ottertail lake.-Portages.-Artjficial darns.-Leaf lake.-Leaf river.-
Pine.-Crow- Wino· river.-Fort Gaines.-Arrival at Fort Snelling. 
-Rapids in the Mississippi between the Falls of St. Anthony and tlw 
mouth rif Crow- Wing river.-Mistaken ideas of the distance of JJ!linne-
sota from market.-Important points to be included in the new State tr> 
be erected in Minnesota.-General remarks. 
Ottertail lake is about ten (10) miles in length from southwest to north-
east, and about four or five in breadth, without islands. The southeast 
side of the lake is bordered with timber to the width of one mile; while 
to the east, north, and west, the heavy timber covers the country to a 
distance of many miles. 
The Indians who reside along the banks informed me that the whole 
country towards the Crow-Wing river, and the heads of the north Red 
river and Mississippi, contained very little prairie, but was covered with 
dense groves of oak and elm, interspersed with sparse forests 0f pine. 
I employed the Indians, during the 17th and 18th days of September,. 
in making rude maps of all the country in the vicinity of the lake; and 
from their aeconnts, there can be but little doubt that this whole region 
of country to the north and east of Ottertail lake, comprising the valleys 
of the north Red river, Crow-Wing and Mississippi rivers, is among the 
most beautiful and fertile portions of the northwest. I am not aware that 
it has ever been traversed by any white person, but it appears to me most 
desirable that it should be carefully examined at as early a day as practi-
cable. 
On the 19th of September we made a portage of one mile towards the 
east, to a small round lake about one and a half mile in diameter~ This 
lake. is completely isolated, having no apparent outlet or in let. !<--,rom 
the dip of the land, and the evident marks of an artificiat obstn1ction,. 
(said to be a beaver dam,) I am quite satisfied that this lake at one time 
discharged its waters into Ottertail lake. The evidences of this l{ind of 
obstruction are numerous throughout this region of country; and what-
ever may be the theory as to the original extent of the waters, it is quite 
certain that the largest of the lakes has been divided into several smaller 
ones by the occurrence of these artificial dams. 
The small lake on which we again embarked in onr canoe is about 
ten feet deep, the water very clear, and no doubt containing abundance 
of fish. 
A second portage, of about twenty yards, over a dam of the same char-
acter, brought us to another lake about the same size; a third portage, of 
about half a mile through dwarf oak, found us at the western extremity 
ofLeaflake, the source of Leaf river, which is a tributary of the Crow-
Wing. We had thus, in two hours, passed with our boat and baggage 
from the waters of the Red river of the North, which flow into the Hud-
son's bay, to the waters pouring into the Gulf of Mexico. 
r 
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The tributaries of the Red river of the North and those of the Missis-
sippi overlap each other to such an extent, that I suppose there are a 
thousand places where a portage even shorter would have enabled us to 
pass from the waters of one into those of the other. 
When we reached Leaf lake, and were about to embark upon the waters 
of the Mississippi, after a canoe voyage of nearly seven hundred miles 
-upon the Red river of the North, the half-breeds informed us that they 
were about to go through a ceremony never neglected by them in passing 
from the waters of one river to those of another. They proceeded to 
trim an oak tree npon Leaf lake of all its branches, blazed it on both 
sides, loaded all their guns, and, after presenting me with one, directed 
me to :fire it at the blaze in the tree. As I did so, they discharged all their 
guns, and gave three cheers. After Lieutenant Gardner had gone through 
the same operation, they informed us that the ceremony was complete, and 
was intended to invoke good fortune for the expedition while it remained 
in the waters of the Mississippi. Whether this effect was produced or 
not I do not pretend to say, but the remainder of our voyage to Fort 
Snelling was unattended with any accident. 
Leaf lake is about six miles in length, and two in breadth in the widest 
place-its length being nearly east and west. Near its eastern extremity 
it pours 1ts waters into Leaf river; its outlet, which, after a course of 
about seventy-five (75) miles by water, and probably twenty-five (25) in 
a straight line, empties into the Crow-Wing river. Leaf river is about 
fifteen yards wide and two and a half feet deep uear the lake, gradually 
increasing in size to its month, where it is about twenty-five yards wide 
and four feet deep. It runs from side to side of a narrow valley about 
one mile in width, and lying nearly east and west. 
The sid es of the valley are high, and covered with a heavy growth of 
oak. 'rhe valley itself is a swamp of wild rice, the river winding through 
it in the most circuitous manner possible. As the wild rice projected 
several feet above the surface of the water, we would have appeared to 
any one ou the ridge on either side to be pushing our way through a 
meadow. As we descended the river, however, the rice began to disap-
pear, the swamp became more and more narro\:t.r, and the heavy growth of 
oak and elm upon the banks began to be interspersed with occasional 
groves of white and yellow pine. At mid-day on the 2Lst of September 
we reached the Urow-Wing river, which we considered nearly the termi-
nus of our long voyage through an uninhabited country. Where we 
struck the river it was about one hundred and twenty (120) yards in 
width, running ·with a gentle current through a country slightly undu-
lating, and, so far as we could learn, heavily timbered. It presents the 
appearance of a series of long, narrow, and shallow lakes, filled with 
small islands, and connected with each other by a stream varying from 
one hundr-ed (100) to one hundred and twenty yards in width, and, in 
ordinary seasons, about four anj a half (4~) feet in depth. The widen-
ings of the river and the numerous loose boulders in its bed produce a 
swift current, amounting in some places nearly to rapids. I have already 
suggested a method of improving the navigation at such points, which 
will euable the Crow-,Ving river to discharge to the Mississippi all the 
productions of its valley. On the 22d of September we arrived at Fort 
Gaines, on the west side of the Mississippi, and opposite the mouth of 
the Nokay river. 'l'his post has been very lately established, and is at 
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present garrisoned by one company of the 6th infantry and one of the Ist 
dragoons. 
The American settlements opposite the mouth of the Crow- Wing river 
_are, I believe, the most northern in Minnesota, and extend along the Mis--
sissippi to St. Paul's. 
As I have already, in the second general division of the country I made· 
in a previous part of this report, given a C.escription of its peculiar cGn-
formation, I need only say here that the region to the east, south, and· 
northeast of Ottertail lake and the Crow- Wing river is in all respects iden-
tical, except, probably, in containing a larger proportion of timber. 'The 
pineries along the Orow--W'ing river are among the most extensive and 
valuable found on the tributaries of the Mississippi. 
On the 27th of September we arrived at Fort Snelling, and completed a 
voyage of nearly one thousand miles, never before made by any one with 
a like object. I found that the dragoons, who had marched from Pembi-
na the same day I left there, had reached Fort SneUing eight or ten days 
before me, having found the prairies dry, and the roads in fine order. 
There are six rapids in the Mississippi between the falls of St. A11thony 
and the mouth of Crow-Wing river, only two of which, (the first and the 
Sank or second rapids,) in ordinary stages of water, offer auy obstruction 
to the navigation. I again urge upon the government the propriety of 
making a small appropriation for improving the navigation of these points, 
not oniy as being of great and immediate advantage to the ,..rerritory, but 
as securing to the government itself great economy of transportation in 
the supply of Fort Gaines. 
After completing my business at Fort Snelling I left that place for St~ 
Louis, fiH the purpose of making out a map and report of the expedition, 
in obedience to the instructions of Colonel J. J. Abert, corps of topograph-
ical engineers. 
In concluding this imperfect account of the expedition to the Red 
river of the North, which, in consequence of domestic afilictwn, has 
been delayed several weeks longer than I had wished or intended, I can-
not refrain from alluding to some important consideration~ which, although" 
matter for future deliberation for the legislature and people of the rrerritory 
of Minnesota, eaunot, I think, be too soon bronght to their notice. 
There are two points which I regard as most important to be included 
within the limits of the first new State which shall be erected in the Ter-
ritory, viz: a safe and commodious harbor on Lake Superior, and the 
head of navigation of the Red rive1; of the North. 
It is equally important that the whole of that portion of the Mississippi 
whieh can be navigated by steamboats, and which is now included within 
the boundaries of the Territory, should also be embraced in the new 
State. 
The State fnrmed to comprehend this amount of land will contain about 
forty thousand (4@,000) square miles, including the valleys of the St. 
Peter's and Jacques rivers, and all the second general division of country I 
have made in a previous part of this report. 
The only feasible objection I have ever heard made to the settlement 
and cultivation of Minnesota has been that it is too far from our present 
markets. 
It is true that, as merely regards leagues and miles, this Territory is 
further from our eastern and southern markets than any of the northwest-
/ 
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em Statts; bnt in point of time ('vhich is the proper view to be taken of 
the subject) it can be proved that there is scarcely an acre of the whole of 
the northeastern portion of Minnesota which is not as near to the markets 
as the interior of the States of Iowa, Wisconsin, or Illinois. 
The peculiar conformation of the whole region of country between the 
St. PAter's, Mississippi, and head of navigation of the R d river of the 
North, and the water communications, remarkable not only for their great 
number, but for their almost unlimited extent, will enable the farmer or 
manufacturer to trausport to Lake ~uperior or the Mississippi all his 
&urplus produce and articles of manufacture in one-fourth the time, and 
af one-twentieth the expense, that the same amounts could be carted from 
the interior of Illinois, Iowa, or Wisconsin, to any navigable stream. In 
point of time and expense, therefore, (the two great considerations,) Min-
nesota has equal advantages, at least, with the interior of either of the 
States above mentioned. 
As the numerous navigable tributaries of the St. Peter's and Missis-
sippi run towards the south, east, and west, they would cross the railroad 
lines I have recommended at numerous points, and the choice, therefore, 
would be given to the farmer or manufacturer of throwing his articles 
for export either into the eastern or southern market, as might be most 
desirable. 
The valley of the Red river of the North is fmther still from the mar-
kets, and is therefore more open to this objection. The railroads I have 
mentioned having been constructed, the productions of the whole valley 
having been delivered at the head of navigation of Red river, can be 
thrown to Lake Superior and the St. Peter's from that point within twen-
ty-four hours. The valley of the Red river, therefore, will possess the 
remarkable advantage of a connexiou with either southern or eastern 
markets, as may be most advantageous, with equal expense of transport-
ation. · 
Providence seems to have designed that the valley of the Red river of 
the North should find within the United States a market :fin its pruduc-
tions, sinee, although the river is navigable for four hundred ( 400) miles 
of its course within the boundaries of this Union, it is not uavigable 
eighty (80) miles north of our frontier. 
Without dwelling at length upon the considerations I have thus pre-
sented, I hope sufficient has been said to exhibit the propriety of securing ' ~ 
for the State to be formed in the present Territory of Minnesota the im-
portant points above mentioned. I have become so much interested in 
the country, and so fully convinced of the rapid progress it will make in 
wealth and population, that it would not only be a high honor but a deep 
gratification to me should l be so fortunate as to be selected for the pur-
pose of continuing the explorations yet to be made within its borders. 
Without being too sanguine or enthusiastic, it appears to me that no 
State or Territory in the west pre~ents so many or such remarkable ad-
vantages to th8 farmer or manufacturer; and l am well convineed that 
those who may be induced by the perusal of this report to emigrate to 
the Territory of Minnesota will find their antieipations more than real-
ized, and will be rather disposed to condemn me for having said too 
little than too much. 
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APPENDIX. 
Table of distances by the land route from the mouth of the St. Peter's to 
the Pembina settlement. 
From Fort Snelling-
To falls of St. Anthony ••••••••..•• , •••••.•••••••••.••.•••••••••••• 
To Banfill's, at mouth of Rice creek ................................. . 
To mouth of Rum river ........................................... . 
To mouth of Elk river ............................................. . 
To Big lake ..••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••• 
To Big meadows ....••••••••••••.•••••••••• , ...................... . 
To Gilman's, near Sauk rapids . •••..••.••••.••••••.••• , ••••••••••.•. 
To David lake •..•.•••• . • , ••• , •..•• , .•..•••••••• , , • , •• , • , .• , . , ..•.. 
To White Bear lake, •.••••••••••••••••• , •••••••.••••••.••.••.•••••. 
To Pike lake. . . . ....••..•....•••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••.... 
To main branch of Chippewa river .••• . •.•.•• . •••••••..•..•...•••••.. 
To Pomme de terre or Potato river ................................. . 
'l'o Rabbit river ...•.....••.•...........•••••.••••••••••.•••••••••.. 
To first crossing of Red river of theN orth .•.••••••.••••.••••••••••.•. 
To second crossi r.g of Red river of the North •.••••..•••••.••..••.••••. 
To Wild Rice river ............................................... . 
To Shayenne river .•••••...•••••..•• . •.•.••••••••••••••••.••....••• 
To Maple river •••• , ..•...••••••••••...•...•..•.•••..•.••••....••• , 
To Rush river .....••..•• , ••••••••••.••.•..••.•••.••••••..••...•... 
To second point of Rush river ......•.•...••.•. .. .•..•.•.•••..•••.••. 
To point of ridge. . . . . . • • • • • • . . • • . • • • . • . • • • • • . . • . • • . . • • ••••.•••••. 
To main branch of Elm river.. . .. • • • • . .. • • • • • • .. • • .. . . • .. • • . • • • • .. 
To south branch of Goose river ..................................... . 
To Salt lakes .......... , • • ........................................ . 
To main branch of Goose river .••..••..•••••••.••.••...•••••••••.... 
To crossing of Goose nver .•..•.••..•••.••.•..•••••.•.••••••••• . ... 
To Turtle river................ . ............... . . . • • •••••••• , .• . •.. 
To Big Salt river ...•....•.•••••••...••••..•••••.•..••••....•••.•••. 
To L1ttle Salt river .................................... .. .......... . 
To Little H1ll river....... , ••..••.•.••....•.••..••••.•..••••••.... 
To Steep Hill river . ....•••.•... , •.•••••.•••.•.•.•••••••••••.•.•.•.. 
To Hartshorn river.... . . , ....••••.••.•..•...•.••••..•••••.•.••••• 
To Mud river and Poplar island .•••.••...•.•.••.....•.•••...•••••.••. 
To branch of Tongue river .....•••.•••..•••...•...••••••.•• . ••••.... 





































Table of soundinf?S of Red river of the _'Vorth. 
From mouth of Pembina river to the mouth of Red Lake river •••••••••••••••• 
From Red Lake river above mouth ..••...•.••....•.•.•..•••••.....•••••••• 
Fron1 Red Lake river to mouth of Goose river ....••.••••••••.••••••••..•.•• 
Over ra~id near mouth of Sand Hill river .•••..••••.•..••.••••.....•••••••.• 
Goose river above mouth .•••.•••.•.•.....•.•••.•.•••••••.••••••.•••• • • . · • • 
From mouth of Goose river to mouth of Shayenne .•..••••••.•••.••••••••••• 
Sbayenne river above mouth .............•....••.•••.•.•.•••..•.... •. • · • .. 
From Shayenne to mouth of Wild Rice river ............................... . 
From Wild Rice to Sioux Wood river ....••••.• , .•••.••••••••.•••.•..••.•.• 
Sioux Wood river above mouth.. . . • • • • • • . • . • . . . • • • . • • • .••.•••..••.•.•••• 
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APPENDIX-Continued. 
Table of distances by water from Pembina settlement to head of navi;Za-
tion of Red river of the North. 
From mouth of Pembina river- Miles. Total. 
-----------------------------------------------------1--------------
To Black river (mouth) ............................................ . 
To mouth of Coulee de Boia percee .••..••.•••...••••••.•••••••..•.•. 
To riviere au x Essinees .•••...•...••..••••.••••.•.•••.•• ,,, •••••.... 
To mouth of Park river ...•.•....•.....•••..•.••••...•.• , • • • • • ••. 
To mouth of riviere au Marais (No. 1) ............................. .. 
To mouth of Salt river ...•....•......•..•...•••.••.•••••••••...••••• 
To mouth of riviere an Marais (No.2) .............................. . 
To mouth of Turtle nver . ...••.........•..•••••••••••• , •.••••••.••. 
To mouth of riviere au Marais (No.3) ............................. .. 
To mouth of Coulee de L'Anglais ...•••••••..•••.. . •.•.. _ ••.•••••.••• 
To mouth of Red Lake river •••• . .•..•.•••••.•.•.•••.•.•.•.•.••.•••• 
To mouth of Coon creek ................... , ..•••••.•••.••••.•••••.. 
To mouth of La Grande Coulee ..................................... . 
To mouth of Coulee de jeune breuf ....•.••••••.••.••.••.••.••••••••. 
To mouth of riviere au Marais (No.4) .•.....••..••••••••...•..••••.• 
To mouth of Coulee du "nezrouge" ...•. • •.••...••••••....••••....•• 
To mouth of Coulee de "Ia batte de sable" ........................... . 
To mouth of Coulee des vaches. . . • . . ...••••.•..••••••.••••..•.•...• 
To mouth of Sand Hit I river .•.•......•....••.••••• ,, •...•...••..•.. 
To mouth of riviere au .Marais (No.5) ............................. . 
To mouth of Goose river ........•..•...•.•.•..•.••.•.••.••.•• , .••.•. 
To mouth of Wild Rice river from the east ............ . .............. . 
To mouth of Elm river .•••••••...•..•. ,, ...•.•....... , .•• , •• ,, •••.. 
To campmcnt D'Ours .....•••••......••••••.•..•••• , •• , .••. , .••.•.. 
To mouth of Buffalo river •••••••••••.•••••••.•••.••......•. , ••..•. 
To mouth of Sh11yenne river ...••..•........••.•••••..••.••••••••.•. 
To mouth of Wild Rice river from the west. ......................... . 
To mnuth of Cut-off. . . • . . . . . . . • . •.....•....•• , ••.•••.•••.•.••••. 
To mouth of Sioux Wood river.. . • • ............................... . 
To L -ake Travers ••••••..• . ......•....•.•..••• , ....••••.•••••••.•.• 
To southwestun extremity of L ake Travers .••••.••.•••..•• . • , •••••. 
Variations of the compass. 
At the mouth of the St. Peter's river ...••••.•••••••••••••.••••••••••••• 
At the mouth of the Sioux Wood river ...•.••••••••.•.•••••..••••••••• , 
At the mouth of the Pembina river .•.••••• , ..•••.•.•••••••.•.•.••••••• 






























































deg. min. sec. 
E. HI 28 40 
E. 12 27 15 
E. 13 16 3~.5 
Mouth of St. Peter's, latitude 44° 52' 46" ; longitude 93o 4' 54"... • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • Nicollet. 


































Observations at Dav·id lake, June 24, 1849. 
Double altitudes of sun's upper limb.-For time. 
Angle. 
sec. Deg. min. sec. h. 
38 93 1 45 3 
5 95 16 0 3 
40 97 32 10 3 
0 99 35 15 
31 101 9 30 3 
5 10::1 12 30 3 
Index error, 2 min. 52.5 sec. 
Longitude of David lake, 94 deg. 48 min. 15 sec. 
At David lake, June 24,, 1849. 
Double altitudes a Bootes (Arcturus) west of meridian. 
min. sec. Deg. min. 
28 11 89 0 
34 58 87 4 
39 12 . 85 6 
44 4 83 42 
Index error, 2 min. 52.5 sec. 
Latitude of David lake, 45 deg. 36 min. 7.5 sec. 
David lake, June 24, 1849. 



































Latitude of David lake, 45 deg. 34 min. 37.5 sec. 
Mean of results from two stars, 45 deg. 35 min. 22.5 sec. 
At Lightning lake, June 29, 184,1. 













































At Lightning lake, June 30, 1845 .. 
For time.-Double altitudes of flun's upper limb. 
h. min. sec. D1g. min. sec. 
8 42 2 92 12 45 
8 44 55 93 15 30 
8 48 16 94 23 10 
8 51 24 95 25 15 
8 56 21 97 4 45 
8 59 24 98 7 30 
Index error, 2 min. 45.5 sec. 
Longitude in arc, 94 deg. 57 min. 11.5 sec. 
Mean of observations tor longitude, 94 deg. 57 min. 32.2 sec. 
At Lightning lake, June 30, 1849. 



























Lautude of Lightning lake, 45 deg. 36 min. 51.5 sec. 



























Index error, 2 min. 52.5 sec. 
Latitude 'of Lightning lake, 45 deg. 40 min. 7.5 sec. 
Mean of observations for latitude, 45 deg. 38 min. 29.5 aec. 





For latitude.-Doub:e altitudes of a Aquilre (Altair) east of meridian. 
h. min. sec. neg. min. sec. 
6 29 39 99 44 30 
6 30 50 99 54 30 
6 31 55 100 4 45 
6 32 57 100 13 30 
6 34 53 100 27 30 
6 35 55 100 36 15 
6 36 44 100 43 45 
6 37 43 100 49 30 
6 39 6 101 1 1$ 
Latitude deduced, 46 deg. 14 min. 2!.5 sec. 
lndex error, 1 min. 52.5 sec. 
[ 42] 
[ 42] 46 
D<g. min. sec. 
Double meridian altitude a Aquilre (Altair) ................................. 104 32 15 
Latitude by meridian altitude............................................ 46 14 45.5 
Double altitudes of 17 U rsre Majoris, west of meridian. 
h. min. sec. 
6 51 35 
6 52 22 
6 53 39 
6 55 58' 
6 56 47 
6 57 55 
6 5t! 47 
Latitude deduced, 46 deg. 15 min. 21.5 sec. 

















Mean of latitudes deduced at mouth of Sioux Wood river, 46 deg. 14 min. 9 sec. 
Observations for time a short distance below the mouth of Sioux Wood 












Double altitudes of sun's upper limb. 
Afternoon. 
min. sec. Deg. min. 
8 3 66 
9 1 66 
9 34 66 
10 12 66 
10 41 66 
11 9 66 
II 43 65 
12 14 65 
12 53 65 
13 32 65 
Deduced longitude in arc, 96 deg. 12 min. 7.5 sec. 






















At the camp of September 8, on the ban!c of Red river. 
For latitude. 
Double meridian altitude of a Aquilre (Altair) 103 deg. 52 min. 30 sec. 
Deduced latitude, 46 deg. 36 min. 9 sec. 
Jndex error, 2 min. 45 sec. 
Observations for time a ~hort distance below camp of September 8, 1849, 













Double altitudes of sun's upper limb. 
min. sec. Dtg. min. 
11 31 69 1 
12 29 68 45 
13 16 68 32 
13 50 68 21 
14 19 68 13 
14 52 (Error.) 
15 28 G7 54 
16 9 67 41 
16 43 67 31 
17 16 67 23 
18 9 67 7 
Deduced longitude in arc, 96 deg. 13 min. 27. 5 sec. 













At mouth of Wild Rice river, September 7,1849. 
For latitude. 
Double meridian altitude of a Aqni1re (Altair.) 103 deg. 28 min. 15 sec. 
Deduced latitude, 46 deg. 46 min. 45 sec. 
Index error, 2 min. 45 sec. 
[ 42] 
Observations for time a short distance below the mouth of Wild Rice river, 
September 1, 1849. 
Double altitudes of sun's upper limb. 
h. min. sec. 
Deg. mi<M. sec. 
9 7 45 
81 27 15 
9 8 21 
81 36 0 
9 9 21 
81 49 45 
9 .10 1 
81 58 45 
9 10 40 
82 9 15 
9 11 18 
82 17 45 
9 11 54 
82 27 15 
9 12 27 
82 34 45 
9 hl 56 
82 40 15 
9 13 32 
82 48 45 
9 l4 3 
82 55 45 
Deduced longitude in arc , 96 deg. 19 min. 32 sec. 
Index error, 2 min. 45 sec. 
-
At mouth of Shayenne river, September 5, 1849. 
For latitude.-Double altitudes a Aquilre (Altair) east of meridian. 
h. min. sec. 
DPg. min. sect 
6 57 24 
97 39 0 
7 1 31 
98 16 30 
7 2 50 
98 26 45 
7 4 36 
98 40 45 
7 6 15 
98 55 15 
7 9 8 
99 18 45 
7 10 45 
!J9 29 30 
7 12 13 
99 42 45 
7 15 4 
99 59 15 
Deducerl latitude, 47 deg. 7 min. 55. 5 sec. 
Index error, 2 min. 20 sec. 
[ 42] 48 
At moutlt of Sliayenne, September 5, 1849. 
For latitude.-Double altitudes 1J Ur~.>re Mnjoris, west of meridian.: 
h. min. SPC. Deg. min. sec. 
7 21 59 79 43 45 
7 24 15 79 5 15 
7 2G 1 78 35 45 
7 28 5 78 1 45 
7 29 21 77 40 45 
7 30 22 77 23 10 
7 31 37 76 3 30 
7 38 23 76 34 30 
7 35 45 75 56 15 
DeJuceti latitude, 47 deg. 11 min. 42.5 sec. 
Index error, 2 min. 20 sec. 
Mean of results from 2 stars, 47 deg. 9 min. 49 sec. 
Observations for time at the campment D' Ours, a short distance bel()t[) tlze 












Double altitudes of sun'a upper limb. 
min. sec. Deg. min. 
25 43 70 12 
26 37 70 27 
27 29 70 41 
28 33 70 59 
29 32 71 17 
30 28 71 32 
31 12 71 45 
32 56 72 14 
33 43 72 28 
35 20 72 53 
Deduced longitude in arc, 96 deg. 32 min. 15 sec. 
Index error, 2 min. 10 sec. 





















































Deduced latitude, 47 deg. 26 min. 52. 7 sec. 
Index crrcir, 2 min. 52.5 sec. 
Double meridian altitude of a Aquilre, 102 deg. 7 min. 45 sec. 





















At mouth of Goose river, September 3, 1849. 
'For latitude.-Double altitudes 'fJ Ursre Majoris west of meridian. 
h. min. sec. 
7 24 3L 
7 26 44 
7 29 12 
7 32 7 
7 34 39 
Deduced latitude, 47 deg. 30 min. 52.5 sec. 





















For latitude.-Double meridian altitude a Aquilre, (Altair,) 101 deg. 59 min. 15 see. 
•Deduced latitude, 47 deg. 32 min. 15.5 sec. 
~ndex error, 2 min. 52.5 sec. 
At rapids of Red river. 
For time.-Double altitudes t>f sun's lower limb. 
·h. min. sec. Deg. min. sec. 
2 17 10 73 7 10 
2 18 50 72 54 45 
2 19 44 72 4Q 45 
2 20 16 72 30 30 
2 20 43 72 26 15 
2 22 12 71 55 15 
Deduced longitude, 96 deg. 49 min. 9.5 sec. 
Index error, 2 min. 52.5 sec. 
[ 42] 
Observations for time a short distance above mouth of Red Lake river, &p-
tember 1, 1849. 
Double altitudes of sun's upper limb. 
h. min. sec. Deg. min. sec. 
9 5 36 80 • 25 45 
9 6 51 80 46 15 
9 7 50 81 1 45 
9 8 32 81 14 30 
9 9 36 81 24 15 
9 10 19 81 39 30 
9 11 10 81 50 45 
9 11 41 82 2 10 
9 12 31 82 10 30 
9 13 29 82 26 45 
9 15 40 82 57 45 
9 16 35 83 13 45 
9 17 34 83 27 45 
9 18 48 83 45 45 
Deduced longitude in arc, 96 deg. 53 min. 12.5 see. 
Index error, 2 min. 52.5 sec. 
Ex.-4 
• 
[ 42] lJO 
At mouth of Red Lake river, August 31, 1849'. 
For latitude.-Double altitudes a Aquilre (Altair) east of meridian, 
h. min. sec. Deg. min. sec., 
7 34 8 97 8 15 
7 36 21 97 25 45 
7 37 49 97 37 15 
7 39 44 97 50 15-
7 41 19 98 0 45 
7 42 10 98 8 l~ 
7 44 15 98 22 15-
7 45 1!i 98 27 45· 
7 46 35 98 37 15· 
7 47 48 98 44 3!t-
Deduced latitude, 47 deg. 46 min. 51 sec. 
Index error, 1 min. 52.5 sec. 
Double meridian altitude a Aquilre, 101 deg. 11 min. 45 sec •. 
Deduced latitude, 47 deg. 49 min. 28.5 sec. 
At mouth of Red Lake river, August 31, 1849. 
For latitude.-Double altitudes a Ursre Minoris, (Polaris.) 
h. min. sec. Deg. min. sec. 
9 5 39 96 46 30 
9 7 43 96 47 10 
9 10 21 96 49 30 
9 13 5 96 51 45 
9 15 45 96 53 30 
9 18 37 96 56 45 
Deduced latitude, 47 deg. 48 min. 5.5 sec. 
Index error, 1 min. 52. 5 sec. 
:Mean of results from two stars, 47 deg. 48 min. 8.3 sec. 
Observations for time a short distance above encampment of August 29, 
1849. 
Double altitudes of sun1s upper limb. 
h. min. sec. Deg. min. sec. 
8 58 58 78 7 45· 
9 o. 15 78 • 27 10 
9 1 14 78 45 45 
9 2 10 78 57 30 
9 3 5 79 12 30 
9 4 39 79 35 45 
9 5 54 80 54 45 
9 6 41 80 8 45 
9 7 37 80 21 J:5 
9 8 25 80 37 15 
Deduced longitude, 96 deg. 56 min. 10 sec. 
Index error, 1 min. 52.5 sec. 
iii 
At encampment of August 29, 1849, near Big Salt river. 
For latitude. 
'Double meridian altitude a Aquilre, (Altair,) 100 deg. 27 min. 45 sec. 
Deduced latitude, 48 deg. 17 min. £!8. 5 sec. 
At encampment of August 27, 1849. 
For latitude.-Double altitudes a Aquilre (Altair) east of meridian. 
h. min. sec. Deg. min. sec. 
7 49 6 94 34 15 
7 51 10 94 52 15 
7 52 44 95 3 30 
7 54 7 95 16 30 
7 56 28 95 36 15 
7 57 57 95 47 30 
7 59 29 95 57 45 
8 1 13 96 11 30 
8 3 7 % ~ ~ 
Deduced latitude, 48 deg. 34 min. 23.7 sec. 
Index error, 2 min. 5 sec. 
Double meridian altitude a Aquilre, (Altair,) 99 deg. 50 min. 30 sec. 
Index error, 2 min. 5 sec. 
Deduc&d latitude, 48 deg. 37 min. 1 sec. 
Double miridian altitudes 17 Ursre Majoris, west of meridian. 
h. min. sec. Deg. min. sec. 
8 8 12 83 13 15 
8 10 48 82 46 30 
8 13 21 82 3 30 
8 15 39 81 21 45 
8 17 7 80 59 30 
8 18 33 80 36 30 
Deduced latitude, 48 deg. 39 min. 17. 5 sec. 
Index error, 2 min. 5 sec. 
Mean of results from two stars, 48 deg. 37 min. 2 sec. 
[ 42] 
Observations for tiiJ'JW near encampment of August 27, 1849. 
Double altitudes of sun's upper limb. 
h. min. sec. Deg. min. sec. 
2 26 10 77 17 30 
2 27 21 77 2 15 
2 28 4 76 48 45 
2 29 1 76 32 30 
2 29 45 76 21 45 
2 30 35 76 5 45 
2 31 27 75 53 30 
2 32 32 75 33 30 
2 33 22 75 20 45 
D uced longitude in arc, 96 deg. 59 min. 13. 5 sec. 
Index error, 2 min. 5 sec. 
[ 42] o2 
O!Jservations for time a short distance above encampment of August 267 
1849. 
Double altitudes of sun's upper limb. 
Ia. min. sec. Deg. min. sec. 
9 3 5 78 24 45 
9 4 36 78 47 45 
9 6 15. 79 21 45 
9 7 20 79 39 30 
9 8 18 79 54 45 
9 9 26 80 8 0 
9 10 26 80 25 45 
9 11 32 80 45 15 
Dedueed longitude in arc, 97 deg. 23.5 sec. 
Mouth of Pembina river, at Pembina, Augu,st 21, 1849. 
For time.-Double altitudes of sun's upper limb. 
h. min. sec. Deg. min. sec. 
9 59 20 93 39 15 
10 0 57 93 58 45· 
10 4 25 (Error.) 
10 5 38 (Error.) 
10 7 44 95 28 45. 
10 8 55 95 3!j 45 
10 10 22 95 58 15 
10 11 38 96 14 50 
10 12 51 96 28 15. 
10 14 30 96 47 45 
10 16 2 97 6 30· 
10 17 39 97 28 15 
Dedueed longitude in arc, 97 deg. 15. 5 sec. 
Index error, I min. 2. 5 sec. 
Magnetic bearing of sun's centre for last observation, S. 44 deg. E. 
Same day, August 21, 1849. 
Double altitudes of sun's lower limb. 
h. min. sec. Deg. min. sec. 
1 44 31 92 44 30 
1 45 48 92 30 15 
1 47 50 92 0 45 
1 48 10 91 42 15 
1 50 26 91 25 30 
1 51 21 91 12 50 
1 52 30 90 57 3(), 
1 53 51 90 37 15. 
1 55 5 90 17 45. 
Dedoeed longitude in arc, 97 deg. 1 min. 7. 5 sec. 
Index error, l min. 2. 5 sec. 
Magnetic bearing of sun's centre, S. 38 deg. W . 
53 
At Pembina, August 21, 1849. 
For latitude.-Double altitudes of a Aquilre (Altair) east of meridian. 
h. min. sec. 
7 55 42 
7 59 5 
8 1 25 
8 a ao 
8 5 8 
8 7 45 
8 9 24 
8 12 34 
lj 15 7 
Deduced latitude, 48 deg. 58 min. 27.5 sec. 
Index error, 2 min. 52. 5 sec. 
De g. min. sec. 
90 1 45 
90 37 45 
91 2 15 
91 22 45 
91 41 45 
92 8 15 
92 2~ 30 
92 53 4!> 
93 18 45 
Double meridian altitude a Aquilre (Altair,) 93 deg. 4 min. 30 sec. 
Deduced latitude, 48 deg. 58 min. 38 sec. 
Index error, 2 min. 52. 5 sec. 
At Pembina, August 21, 1849. 
[ 42] 
For Jatitude.-Double altitudes of a Ursre Minoris (Polaris) east of meridian. 
h. min. sec. Deg. min. sec. 
8 20 9 97 34 45 
8 24 42 !J7 37 15 
8 30 41 97 40 45 Doubtful. 
8 34 43 97 4:J 45 
8 39 18 97 45 30 
Deduced latitude, 48 de~. 57 min. 27.5 sec. 
Index error, 2 min. 52.5 sec. 
At Pembina, August 21, 1849. 
For latitude -Double altitudes of 7J Ursre Majoris west of meridian. 
h. min. sec. Deg. min. sec. 
8 53 38 79 42 10 
8 57 10 78 49 45 
8 58 16 78 17 30 
9 1 24 77 37 15 
9 a 40 77 0 30 
9 5 31 76 29 54 
9 7 32 75 56 30 
9 9 15 75 29 55 
Deduced latitude, 48 deg. 59 min. 23.5 sec. 
Index error, 2 min. 52. 5 sec. 
Mean result from three stars, 48 rleg. 50 min. 29 sec. 














At Pembina, August 22, 1849. 
For time.-Double altitudes of sun's upper limb. 
A.M. P.M. 
min. sec. l!Je~. min. !ec. h. min. 
0 50 78 35 45 2 33 
1 55 78 53 45 2 32 
3 14 79 14 15 2 31 
4 25 79 32 30 2 30 
5 9 79 43 45 2 29 
6 8 80 2 15 2 28 
6 48 80 10 45 2 28 
8 12 80 34 45 2 26 
8 48 80 45 45 Lost. 
9 31 80 56 45 2 25 
10 12 81 11 45 Lost. 
11 8 81 26 30 2 23 
Deduced longitude in arc, 97 deg. 32.5 sec. 
Index error, 2 min. 52 . a sec. 
At Pembina, August 22, 1849. 
For Iatitude.-Double altitudes of a Aquilre (Altair) east of meridian. 
h. min. sec. Deg. min. sec. 
8 a· 30 92 7 3o 
8 7 49 92 45 45 
8 9 32 93 4 15 
8 11 59 93 27 30 
8 14 10 93 47 30 
8 15 59 94 2 15 
8 17 20 94 16 15 
8 18 43 94 26 15 
8 20 40 94 41 15 
Deduced latitude, 48 deg. 58 min. 56.5 sec. 
Index error, 2 min 52. 5 sec. 
Double meridian altitude a Aquilre, 99 deg. 4 min. 45 .:ec. 
At Pembina, August 22, 1849. 
















Deduced latitude, 48 deg. 57 min. 49.5 sec. 


























65 [ 42] 
At Pembina, August 22, 1849. 
For latitude.-Double altitudes of a Aquilre (Altair) west of meridian. 
h. min. sec. De g. min. sec. 
10 26 35 94 59 30 
10 28 56 94 42 30 
10 31 4 94 26 15 
10 33 40 94 2 45 
10 36 32 93 41 15 
10 39 5 93 15 15 
10 42 31 92 42 15 
10 45 I 92 19 15 
10 49 31 91 56 0 
Latitude ded11tced~ 48 deg. 59 min. 34.5 sec. 
Index error, 2 min. 52.5 sec. 
Same place and night, August 22, 1849. 
Double altitudes ofn Ursre Majoris, west of meridian. 
h. min. sec. Deg. min. uc. 
8 39 38 82 21 45 
8 42 34 81 .28 30 
8 44 27 80 58 45 
8 46 25 80 24 15 
8 48 2 79 59 15 
8 49 48 79 32 15 
8 51 12 79 7 45 
8 53 37 78 29 45 
Deduced latit1:1de, 48 deg. 59 min. 2.5 sec. 
Index error, 2 min. 52.5 sec. 
Same place and night, August 22, 1849. 
Double altitudes of a (Lyrre) west of meridian. 
h. min. sec. Deg. min. sec. 
10 51 35 120 0 .(5 
10 55 5 118 52 15 
10 57 45 117 58 15 
11 1 50 116 38 15 
11 4 58 115 36 45 
11 9 28 114 7 45 
11 11 25 113 28 45 
11 13 40 112 44 15 
11 16 15 111 55 15 
Lat:tude deduced, 48 deg. 59 min. 10.5 sec. 
Index error, 2 min. 52.5 sec. 
Metn result of 4 stars for August 22, 48 deg. 58 min. 40.6 sec. 
Mean of results for 2 days, and lalitude of mouth of Pembina river, 48 deg. 58 min. 34.5 sec. 
Mean of longitudes for mouth of Pembina river, 97 deg. 38.1 sec. 
At mouth of Pelican river, September 14, 1849. 
For latitude.-Double altitudes of a Aquilre (Altair) east of meridian. 
h. min. sec. Deg. min. sec. 
6 29 18 101 51 15 
6 30 41 101 59 30 
6 31 50 102 5 45 
6 34 8 102 21 30 
6 34 55 102 25 45 
6 36 0 102 30 30 
6 36 55 102 37 45 
6 37 28 102 41 45 
6 38 54 102 45 30 
Deduced latitude, 46 deg. 17 min. 52.5 see. 
Index error, 2 mi.n. 7 aec. 
[ 42] 56 
At mouth of Pelican river, September 14, 184.9. 








min. sec. Deg. 
43 45 r1s 
45 12 75 
47 29 74 
49 1 74 
50 12 73 
51 40 73 
Latitude deduced, 46 deg. 20 min. 9.5 sec. 








Same place and night, September 14, 1849. 
Double meridian altitt~de of a Aquilre .••••••••••.•• , 
Latitude deduced .•• ,.,, ..• ,., •. , ••••.• , ••. , •• ,,. 
Mean of results for two stars ..................... . 
Camp of September.15, 1849. 
For latitude. 
Double meridian altitude of a Aquilre, (Altair) .••••••• 
Index error •.. • .••••.•••• , ••• , ••••••••.••••••••••• 
Latitude deduced ..••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••• 
Deg. min. sea. 
104 24 30 
46 18 53 
46 18 58.3 
Deg. min. see. 
104 23 30 
0 2 7 
46 19 23 












































































Mouth of Crow Wing river, latitude 460 16' 50; lon~itude 940 22' 45''·,, •••• ,.,,, Nicollet, 
